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Al'ltlL 11.
Danny's Reform Togs Don't Fit Him Any More
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Canadian
NEARLY

TO
MARRY
C.1RI.S
IN PREFERENCE TO my wife.
Tlio Ilrldi- - Is Pretty.
AMERICAN YOUNU MEN."
pretty,
Mrs. Wong is a brunette,
"Why?"
and was well clothed. She
Again the girl hestitated just a vivacious
is slightly taller than her husband.
little.
she does not nppear
I do not Physically,
"I'll answer that too.
you know
but she said
young strong,
want to condemn American
men but agttn she tossed her head Wong is a doctor."
Roth shook hands with the reporter
the Chinese men are better men in
he left.
a good many ways, taken as a class. as "Don't
too much about us,'
1
want to be rightly understood as said Mrs. write
referring to the educated, higher caste toriety." Wong, "We don't want no
of Chinamen nnd comparing them
said Wong, "Don't want
with the same class in this, my native it "Right."
in paper."
land. First and foremost, Chinamen
"Good-bye.- "
are not so domineering.
When you
Mr. nnd Mrs. Wong were
are engapred to an American young theToday
center of curious eyes as they
man. he thinks he owns you. He de- walked
about the streets seeing the
mands so much but gives so little.

E RH.'AN
t'HIMAM EN
A

M

The Chinaman, when you are engaged, gives all and demands so UtHe Is loving, kind, courteous
ile.
there is nothing within reason he
will not do no sacrifice he will not
make for the girl he loves. That is
reason one.
"Reason two: You will never hear
a cross word from a Chinaman to the
woman he loves, I simply hate cross
words. A quarrel unnerves me for a
I can not stand it.
I know
week.
what the domestic life among Chines' means. It is as near perfect as
I
think a marriage can be. How much
of it will you find with the average
American young man?
Wong does not
"Reason three:
smoke, chew tobacco, drink or swear,
show me the American man without
at least one of these vices. Most of
them have all.
"Reason four: Tlif Chinese have
the greatest respect In the world for
i
woman she is an Idol. Americans
respect their women some of them.
Reason live: Wong is never jealous.
Knows She Will lie) Happy.
reasons
"These are my principal
f.ir advising American girls to marry
still have others. I know
chinamen.
Wong will make me happier than any
young
man 1 have ever met
American
know I shall never regret my
ind
choice. See how good he Is to me."
The girl held up both of her shapely wrists. They were encircled by two
bracelets, wonderful pieces of Chinese
Aorknianship, wrought in gold and
Sue h work Is found only in
ebony.
the land of the Mongolians the secret of thaj workmanship is older than
iivllia.it ion. These bracelets cost a
.Treat deal more than the diamond
ring an American man would give
ne. They are the same, from a svm-"lstandpoint.
Wong smiled approvingly.
"Cfurtep much inunee," he said in
on. ken English. The girl Inughed
happily.
Wong U a l.inqiilst.
Wio.e." tihe saJd. "is Just learning
'
t'lish, Ills fattier never taught him
word of the language an- - it Is
m
difficult for ltl in even yet He
.ks Spanish, French and is learn--eveiother tongues."
:'ieii ihe girl told of the troubles
tiaJ to find some one to perform
ceremony.
1
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THAW REMAINS HOPEFUL

IN SOUTH

AND AWAITS

RELEASE

Montreal, April 1. Nine adults
New York. April II. After what in
and six children are missing as the believed to have been a fruitless night
result of a wreck on the Canadian of discussion and ballotfing. the Jury
Pacific west of Chapleau,
yesterday.

Ontario, in the Thaw trial was liberated from
the conference room at 7 o'clock this
morning and taken to breakfast.
FUUM DESTROYS COTTON
The night had been a hard one for
IN INDIAN TERRITORY many Jurors, who showed the strain
Oklahoma City, April 11. A spe In their faces. The Jury returned to
from the criminal courts building from
rial to the Times-JournChickasaw, I. T., says that the cotton breakfast at 9:02. They seemed In
compress at that place, together with better spirits.
vast amount of cotton, was destroy
If the Jury should come Into court
ed by fire today, causing a loss estl and report disagreement there Is litcompress
tle doubt that Justice Fitzgerald
mated at 11,000,000. The
was owned by the Traders Compress would send them back to continue
& Warehouse company.
They esti their deliberations.
If finally dismate the loss at $850,000, covered by charged without agreement. Thaw
will be remanded to the Tombs; to
Insurance.
await his second trial. This would
STEAM EK BRUSSELS WENT
mean another summer In the city
AiSHORE IN HARWICH I'OG. prison for him, because his case could
London, April 11. The Great East not be reached again until late In the
ern Railway company's steamer Brus- coming fall.
sels went ashore in a dense fog off
Harwich last night, while outward THAW REMAINS CONFIDENT
bound for Antwerp.
She remained
OF ACOl iri'AIi VERDICT
fast all night with about sixty pasnewspaper
Several
railed at
sengers aboard, but was not consid- the Tombs early today men
and Thaw told
any
was
danger,
as she
ered to be In
them that he felt still confident and
resting on a soft bottom.
hopeful of a favorable outcome. The
guards say that Thaw has packed up
WOMEN'S CLVRS IN
ready to leave the prison
AT
SESSION
WIIAKTOX. his aeffects
moment's notice, should he be
Wharton, Tex., April 11. Delegates at
began arriving In this city today for acquitted.
When the jury returned after
the gathering of Women's clubs, call- breakfast
they went at once to the
ed to meet here from the 11th to the jury
room and resumed their delibluth. An informal reception wfi erations.
The members of the Thaw
given today to the first delegates, and family were
at the criminal courts
luncheon was served as an intimation building shortly
10 o'clock. The
ot what the entertainment of guests Judge came In aafter
few minutes later
Is to be.
Tonight the delegates will and went to his chambers.
At 10:30
assemble for "president's night." three newspapermen were admitted
This will be held at the opera house. to
the court room through the Judge's
Friday morning the business session private
entrance, but the doors were
begin, with adjournment for not opened
will
to the public.
lunch at
o'clock. The afternoon
will also ba consumed by business.
exiiiiutk ani
".IJoiirnln rl R for a ride to the .iruv Asks
ThcrYIMUNY 'litAeJMt.KJPTS
the
Crown tt Hodges plantation,
A
few
Hor-tominutes
later
the Jury asked
V.
erstwhile home of Lieut. O.
Friday night, at the handsome for some of the exhibits and the dishome of R. Ii. Huston will be tender- trict attorney's messenger delivered
to the officer In charge of the Jury
ed a big reception.
such documents as were in the district attorney's possession. At 11
o'clock the Jury was culled to the
POLICE STILL INVEST- court
room and Thaw was sent for
The jury asked the Judge to give exhibits in case, including a plan of
Madison Square roof garden, letters
BARK
IGATING
from Thaw to Attorney Longfellow;
the Thaw will and codicil: the Corn-stoletters;
Delmas' hypothetical
question and Jerome's hypothetical
question. They also asked that the
testimony of Meyer Cohen, one of the
eye witnesses for the people, be read
to them, nnd that the testimony of
Harry S.
another eye witness,
Detention of Suspect in City be read. Rlalse.
The jury's action is taken
to indicate there is still a possibility
of a verdict, though not soon.
Jail Depends on Conal

EVEN HIS FRIENDS DON'T KNOW HIM
BASE BALL SEASON HAS GRAND JURY DISCARDS CRANK IS ARRESIED AT
OPENED

IN SEVERAL

WHAT GRAHEY SAID

BIGjITIES

THE

PITTSBURG

ABOUTJEARST

Eastern Weather Is Very

President of Pacific Had Open Knife Up Sleeve
States Telephone ComSaid He Wanted to See

Vice

and Chicago
Not Much Better.

pany Is Indicted.-

Carnegie.

-

'
St. LOUIS CONDITIONS
CHARGED WITH OFFER
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
BETTER THIS AFTERNOON
TO BRIBE SUPERVISORS
ARE CLOSELY GUARDED
New York, April 11. Weather per.
mining, the base bull season will
open today.
The snow and rain of
the past few days make the outlook
in the east somewhat dubious, but
reports from the west make it reasonably cerfiln that the schedules of
both the .National
and American
leagues will be carried out there.
Weather I nfavoi-ahle- .
Chicago, April 11. The base ball
season of the National league for
lfH(7 will open this afternoon with a
game between Chicago and St. Louis.
Weather conditions are unything but
of the base ball variety.

Was

11. The
San
Francisco, April
grand jury has decided to pay no attention to the unsupported statement
alleged to have been made by "Eddy"
Graney, blacksmith
and prize-figreferee, as to money improperly used
by the agents of W. R. Hearst at the
cr.n.ary election In 1904.
Cihtss Indicted.
Louis Glass, vice president of the
Pacific States Telephone company, appeared before Judge Law-Ietoday to
answer Indictments charging him with
tendering a bribe.
Other Indictments Coming.
It is stated that another indictment
not yet returned has been tiled
against Glass. Ry agreement
the
first case was postponed one week
so that all indictments may be heard
at the same time. Sheriff O'Nell reported that he was unable to find
A. K. Detweller, the Toledo capitalist, and serve on htm the bench warrants for arrest.
ht

In Afternoon.
April 11. Lowering
clouds and a cold wind this morning
threatened to prevent the opening of
the base ball game between
the
American league clubs of Chicago and
Ry noon, however, the
St. Louis.
conditions were more promising.
MERCHANT'S WIFE JIM I'M
FROM RRIDGE TO DEATH.
Portland, Ore., April 11. Mrs.
Loweiigart. wife of a prominent
merchant of this city and a daughter of Garrison Oerst, deceased, who
was formerly u San Francisco capitalist, committed suicide today by
Jumping from the Ford street bridge
which is sixty feet high.
She had
long been a sufferer from nervous
prostration.
St.

Ik'tU--
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Louis,

Ig-na- tz

WILL

PRESIDED

NOT TALK ON

RIRDIXfi OX CONTRACT TO
CONSTRICT SUBWAY liOOl.
New York. April 11. Today is the
NEGRO TRIES 10
last day for receiving bids for the
construction
of the Centre street,
Manhattan section of the McDonald
CREMATE HIS WIFE subway
loop, on which proposals are
being received by the rupld transit
commission. It is said that no less
i
Trinidad, Colo., April 11. Roy H than half a dozen contractors ate Refuses Comment of Any Kind
Heney, a negro, was brought here sending in proposals.
on the Georgian's SenTuesday from his home In Terclo, 3S
miles west, and given thirty days In CARLO
PICHIONI
IS
county Jail for an
the
on... lilt"
sational Scheme.
,.. assault
...
I .
a,
i
'.
ne. ,vif,iiinuii
ueciare nency
Sinn
ped her and then chased her into the
CHARGED WITH ASSAULT
yard, where she ran around nude
Washington. April 11. President
for help. He also broke
Roosevelt today declined all requests
up most of the household effects, It
At o o'clock this afternoon
Judge to make a comment f r publication
was alleged, and saturating the pile
made by John
with coal oil, started a bonfire. While Craig will be called upon to njr upon the propositionGeorgia,
at the
Graves, of
the fire burned Hency, it was testified, whether or not Carlo i'lchlonl is Temple
banquet at
Rryan
club
anniversary
guilty
of assaulting
tried to push his wife Into the flames,
According to Mr. Chattanooga last night, that Uryaii
but she eluded him and was rescued Caesar Grande.
demobv neighbors, who caused his arrest. Grande I'lchlonl sat at his table last should at the forthcoming
night and told him that he (Grande) cratic national convention nominate
term.
another
for
President
Roosevelt
was English, to which Mr. Grande
took offense.
"You get out of my
BLANCHE BATES TO
house," said Mr. Grande "and don't
come back again." Mr. Grande con'BALL
a saloon and store on north
CLING TO BELASCO ducts
Rroadway, and last night as he stood
leaning over his bar, Pichlonl came
LARGELY ATTENDED
In and Insulted him again. "I started
New York, April 11. A rumor was after him." continued Mr. Grande,
"and he knocked me down. A man
afoot on the Riallo to the effect thai In
saloon interferred until I could
Klanche Rates, the California actress, getthe
The ball, which the Shrlners gave
on my feet, and then I went after
had decided to leave David lielascu, Pichlonl
to the Masonic fraternity last night at
a
with
club.
Ithen
had
hlin
under whose management she
the Masonic temple, was such a sucwith great succes for severa' arrested." Pichlonl is a stone mason. cess,
from both a financial and social
years, and that next season she would I E X X S Y I . V A X I A
I.EM.SI.ATl'RE
have
standpoint, that the Shrlners
star under the direction of Klaw f
president
hooseyki.t
about
roit
decided to make the ball an
Erlanger.
annual affair. An enjoyable time was
When David Relasco was aske.l
T '( )
1 1
T I (had by the 150 couples present
about the report, he said:
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Resides the excellent dancing pro-- I
"There is absolutely no truth p
Delegate Andrews is in Penn- - 4 gram furnished by Kills' orchestra,
the story that Miss Hates is to leav-msylvunla for a few days. The
an exquisite lunch was served by the
management to join Klaw & ErPennsylvania legislature endors- - 4 Alvarado management. The Shrlners
langer or any one else.
The relaed Roosevelt.
Roth democrats
punch, or camel's milk punch, served
tions between Miss Rates and myself
In
numerous
ami republicans
by the refreshment
committee was
are must cordial &nd we ni-- aira,).
legislatures
other
have
done
pronounced the betU ever, by one and
making extensive plans for next sea-- ;
likewise. A few more attacks
all.
son."
may make 4
H irrlman
from
The grand m an h yas led by Miss
Miss Rates was Interviewed fit
Roosevelt the only candidate of
llolzman
and Mr. Samuel Plckard.
Ky.,
ducah.
and denied most emphatiboth parties.
The
walls
of the hull were attractivecally the rumor
"I wonder if Mr.
A large atlas is being
pre- ly decoruted
with different Shrlner
Relasco would trade me for a yelluv.
pared showing the history of the
Mes.srs.
emblems.
and
Masonic
dog," she said, navely. "I certainly
reclamation service to the pres- Chamberlain. Hahn and Rullard comcould riot be induced to leave him
ent time.
4 posed the commiMee having charge of
under ,ii y circumstances."
arrangement.
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Steamer Brussels Goes Ashore on Jury Asked for Rereading of Tes- Way to Antwerp But
Umony and tor Plats of the
Without Loss.
Roof Garden.

in my life time find I broke an

n,

REMA NS III

Pacific.

BY COTTON

Wong Does Not Smoke. Chew or Swear and Has Never
Taken a Drink In His Whole Life.

i

FATE

Nine Adults and Six Children Jury Had Reached no Conclu
Missing In Wreck on
sion When They Went to

REASONS

"Our engagement was known to
"I had three proposals of marriage
our parents and immediate friends,"
ensaid.
she
gagement to marry an American
"When we left Los Angeles, I
young man of good family connecpromised my mother that I would be
tions in order to wed a Chinaman."
by a minister If possible, but
of Miss married
Thiswas the statement
the
If all refused to perform
that
Teong
no,
Mrs.
Stocks
Fclber
Callle
ceremony, then we would call In a
Wing Won, the pretty American justice of the
peace. I kept my word.
girl who yesterday morning, married As soon as we reached
Albuquerque
Teong Wong, a wealthy Chinese doc- yesterday morning, we went
to the
tor in the office of Jose ti. Homero, Savoy hotel and secured apartments.
in this city. It was thought yesterthen started out to find a minisday that the couple had taken a train We
ter.
for Los AngeleR, where they have enMinister Refused to Marry Tlicm.
gaged apartments at 402 Temple.
First wo called upon Rev. J. C.
Instead they are still in Albuquerque-hu- t
expect to leave tonight for Den- Rollins, 1. D., pastor of the Methover after which they will go to Los dist church. 'I do not believe intoraces
reand will have
Angeles.
In two months, the Ameri- Intermarrying you,'
marry
he told us. That
can girl, who preferred a Mongolian fuse to
We started to
to one of her own nationality, will was disheartening.
when Wong
find another minister
leave with him for the land of the suggested
we
use
the telephone.
that
poppies, perhaps never to again see
I rang up Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, pasher native land.
"1 don't care for that." she said tor of the Presbyterian church. When
last night. "I am willing to go will- he came to the phone I said: "Doctor
ing to do anything almost, to be with would you object to uniting In marriage a white girl and a Chinaman'.''
the man 1 love."
"He appeared surprised.
A reporter found the bride
and
"'Are you the girl?' he asked.
groom Just as they left the Harvey
" Yes sir. I"m the girl,' I said. He
Curio rooms at the Santa Fe station.
a minute then said: 'I am
hesitated
They were walking arm in arm and sorry
but I do not believe in the in
talking happily.
termiirrlage of races and I shall have
"Why did you marry Wong?"
The answer came without hesitancy I to refuse you
It was always
"We trieu others.
from the girl.
the same.
"Hecalise 1 loved him."
"Was there no other reason?"
Then 'II icy Called a .lust lev.
"Absolutely none."
" 'Come on Wong,' I said 'It's no
"How did you meet him?"
use we'll have to be married at the
"I was teaching English among the court house.' That was where we
n
li
In
connection were, married.
chlncso for
I should have liked
with mlHsioi.aiy work. Jri .the Metho- to have been married by a minister
dist church at Los Angeles."
1
sorry
am not
for what I did."
"Wong," she continued, "was one but"I am not sorree, too," said Wong
of my pupils. His family is one of laughing.
the bust among the Chinese nnd highWong Has (mmI Qualities.
Wong is a
ly connected in China.
And now tills little Mongolian, pre
doctor and studied medicine for four ferred
this girl to one of her own
years. He is a native-borhis child- nation. by. He
Is short, stockily
built
hood home being Kan Francisco.
"1 tell this not In defense of my and his mannerisms are those of an
eyed
yellow,
He
American.
is
slant
action in marrying him for I do not flat nosed. This much may be said
consider that a defense is necessary. In his favor. He is bright, intelligent
Why shouldn't I marry a Chinaman and clean cut for one of his race.
if 1 want to?"
While his English is broken, he can
Th question was not answered.
make himself reasonably well under
Should All Marry Chinamen.
and can talk intelligently upon
"Mra Wong would you advise all stood
variety of subjects. Then too, he
American girls to marry Chinamen aundoubtedly
loves his American bride
young
to
in preference
American
He said so and his actions indicated
men '.'"
it. Last evening he
meant
he
that
The girl studied for just a brief moa suit of well made, neat fitting
ment, then Rhe tossed her head, her wore
clothes, a fancy vest and
face Brew serious and she answered: black
hat.
"It is rather an unexpected1 ques- derby
never
took a drink In my life.
"I
MOST
tion but I can nnswer it.
he said in broken English, "and I
CERTAINLY WOULD ADVISK TI1K never
Intend too. I will be good to

CANADA
FATAL

Los Angeles Girl Says She
Would Advise All of Uncle Sam's
Daughters to Marry Little
Yellow Men.
DOMINEERING

THAW'S

'

Pretty

NOUSO

Evwtfng Cltlxatt, In AdvtRM, M per
by Cirriw, M eanta par meK.

Pllvfd

RAILWAY WRECK
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Pittsburg, April 11. Carrying
penknife which was open and purtlv
concealed In his cuff, Frederick Sla
gel, aged 83, was arrested in front
of the Hotel Schenley this morning
Slugel was trying to gain access to
the main lobby of the hotel, when he
was seized by a policeman.
He begged the officer to let him en
ter, saying he wished to speak to An
to the
drew Carnegie in reference
sale of a patent for milking cows.
This incident caused a very close
watch to be kept on some of the no
table guests who are today participating in the founder's day exercises
at Carnegie institute.
Uniformed
policemen and detectives by the
score are hovering about all the
prominent men. (See full description
of the occasion on page 2.)
RRITISH I.KASING CO.
MUTTS AT CKIPPLK CUKKK
Cripple Creek, Colo., April 11. A
deferred meeting of stockholders of
the Rritlsh American Leasing com
puny is being held today for the elec
tlon of a board of directors.
The
company has for the past four months
10,0(10
to its stockholders, all
paid
obtained from ore mines from the
Dante on Rull Hill. Through the
Train Tunnel, a chute eight feet wide
by 160 feet long has been developed
Recently a streak carrying high
values has been uncovered in a stope
and it Is expected that the values will
he considerably augmented and the
dividends will be increased.

1

THE ALBUQUERQUE

ELKS HAVE MONEY
Tiie local lodge of Elks installed
their newly elected officers last night
and had one of those times that gives
the order the non de plume of "The
Rest People on Karth." The Elks'
g
committee having In
charge the Klks' opera house and the
more vital financial enterprises of the
order, returned a satisfactory statement as to the lodge's nuances, and
the committee in charge of the furnishing of the Elks' club rooms,
which are on the lirst floor of th
opera house building, reported that
the equipment of the club had been
fully settled for.
Lunch followed
The tinal games
the work session.
of the pool tourney between the Elks
and the Commercial club will be
played at the Elks' club tonight.
lease-holdin-

,m fyl

DIRECTORY ADS

,
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Pcopln desiring advertisements

which
the New City
will be Issued from this oftice
early in May, will do the Citizen 4
In

Ht t

e

1ll-- :

4
4
4
4
4
4

Publishing company a great fa- vor by getting their copy In as
soon as possible.
The Citizen
will begin publishing the names
on next Monday and as the
names of advertisers will be set
up In large black type. II will
save double setting it all are
turned in at once. Don't forget
to watch the lists to see If your
name and address are correct.
The new directory will lie the
in
iiiost complete ever issued
this city.

4

for

n.

ck

ductor Thomas.

NERIOI S DIFFERENCES OF
OPINION (EXERAI.IjY CONCEDED
It Is generally conceded that serious
opinion have developed
differences
Unless the corps of Santa Ke detec- among the of
jurors as to
evidence,
tives and the oliicers detailed on the and that a verdict of anythesort Is still
case from the Albuquerque police de- remote.
The examination
of the
partment turn up something by to- Thaw letters
other documents
morrow regarding the killing of Fe- called for, willand
require much time.
lipe Ilanaelas, the man whose body
was picked up at Barr station Mon- SPECI'LATIOX AS TO W HAT
day morning, after an engine had
C.U'SED Jl'KY'N ACTION
ground it to pieces, the police departaction of the Jury In asking for
ment will have to free the three men theThe
and testimony, lias led to
held In the city Jail pending Investi- muchexhibits
speculating as to the trend of
gation.
long discussion. One of the
There have been no developments their widely
discussed theories Is that
in the case since the arrest of the most
the
Jurors
either wanted to refresh
men Tuesday night, and, though the their memories
the testimony which
police are confident that the men sus. Went to show to
either deliberation or
pected know more about how Ramie-la- s preniedlalon upon
part of Thaw,
lost his life than they care to tell. or else they wanted the
to have the story
there apparently is no way of getting of
Thaw's actions on the night of the
All
this information out of them.
rehearsed once more in order
profess to know anything about tht tragedy
that thev mav Judge as to his rationkilling at all, yet it is a well known ality.
fact that they were discussing the
killing when arrested.
.U RY Mki:s ADDITIONAL
The fragments of Ilanaelas' shutKi:;ii:sT nut immi:.me.tk
tered body were laid at rest In Santa
The Jury called for and had read
Rarbara cemetery this afternoon. other
parts
of the testimony, Includafter funeral services held from the ing the testimony
of Evelyn and
chapel of Strong's undertaking par- Hamilton,
am,
portion of the
lors, presided over by Rev. A. M Judge's charge that
relating to Insanity.
Mandalarl, of the Immaculate Con The Jury retired to the jury room for
ception church, and with the lowerat :30.
ing of the body Into the grave prob- luncheon
Justice Fitzgerald went out to lunably went the last evidence of one cheon shortly after the Jury had reof the crudest crimes ever commit tired, announcing that lie woul l not
ted in New Mexico,
The leg, which he back until 2:U or 2:30.
was torn from the body and carried
away by the engine and could not EVELYN'S MOTHER HOPES
be found when the prlnclpul pieces
FOIt THAW'S ACVUTTAL
Pittsburg. April VI "No matter
of lle.ili and bone were, picked up,
was found about a quarter of a mile how cruel Harry Thaw and Evelyn
from where the engine hit the boils' have been to me. I would like to seu
and was burled in San Jose cemetery the Jury acquit the defendant for the
by some natives.
The leg occupies comfort 't would be In Florence. I
a grave by itseir. The gruves of tne sincerely hope the jury will acquit
body and the leg are several miles him and soon, for the sake of my
daughter and what ll means to her
distunt from each other.
Though somewhat discouraged over peace of mind." This was the stateinability
after three days' work ment of Mr. Charles Dolman, moththeir
to dig up some definite information er of Evelyn.
regarding the mysterious
ileuili of
VVIl R MORE OF
I'.anaelas. the police have not given .11 RY
REl.MVs' Si MMIMi I I'
Up all liopu of success.
The sheriff
court room was opened at 3:01
at Jerome, where Ranaelas was work, thisTheafternoon
and the Thaw Jury
ing previous to coming here, has
came in and asked for a reading of
been telegraphed and an attempt
regarding
instructions
Ju.lue'
the
being made to ascertain who Ranaetestimony of the defense's alienists.
las left there with and If anybody was The
again at 1:29. The
with htm immediately previous to hi Jury Jury retired
asked to have home of Delmas'
death.
The testimony of Conductor oiminiiiK
up
address
read them, but
Thomas, who was at liarr station at Justice Fitzgerald would
not permit
the lime of the tragedy. Is uwulted it. saying it was not in evidence.
with Interest. Thomas, it Is under- Jury also asked to he Instructed asThe
to
stood, saw several natives examining
uh.it weight should be given to the
the body after the train hud run over opinions
quew
on
hypothetical
based
It, and If he identifies the three men
lions. Fitzgerald had that part of his
held In the city Jail as the same men I'll li ve read in whiih
he said that
he saw- examining the body, this may ophuiions were mt to be given confurnish a clew that might be followed sideration as facts to the jury.
to convincing evidence. Thomas is
at present out on the road
JEROME liXPIflS. Milliner
A great deal of credit .- due the loWML MM IN RE .l EN
the Interest 11
cal police force
Jerome and the attorneys for tlte
.
A
c.-emembers are taking in die
defense were of the opinion after th
yet the sheriff' olliee has failed to Jury retired the second time that a
lf
ll.lt - Verdict of some siirt mihl be exidentify
with the ease
ever
pected within a short time.
1
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faction Is felt In the announcement
made by the government at tho opening of the lloyal Canadian Academy
of Arts gallery Ihnt the government
will appoint a council of nrt. The
members of the academy had been
long trying to secure such a council.
and their gratification that tho council Is already partly formed is very
great.
Mr. Heed, president of the
academy, said the commission would
have jurisdiction over the national
collection of art, the nucleus of which
has already been formed at Ottnwa,
but which had never boon put on a
proper basis. It will also look after
the decoration of public buildings,
the erection of public monuments',
the purchase of works of art by the
government, and tho like. It is expected that the report that the announcement of the council has already had a stimulating effect upon
the subject of art throughout the
dominion, and It Is quite possible,
that the number of exhibits will be
considerably Increased at the next
exhibition.

The News No pure itrus cough
laws would be needed, if all cough
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure is and has been for 20 years.
The national law sow requires that If
any poisons entct Into a cough mix
ture. It must be printed on the label
or package. For this reason mothers,
and others, should Insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's labels and
Wisconsin Drummers Demand none In the medicine, else It must by
law be on the lnbel. And it's not only
safe, but It Is said to be by those that
Banishment of Roller
know It best, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance,
Towels From Inns.
with your children. Insist on
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. ComMadison, Wis.. April 11. The Wis- pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
consin
of the with others and see No poison marks
Mate convention
Traveling Men's Protective associa- there. You can alwnys be on the safe
tion of America has assembled In side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
tbia city In annual session. "Indi- Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
vidual toweln." Is the slogan of the other. Sold by all druggists.
Wisconsin organisation, and the delegates from this state to the national
withering will carry the slogan to
that body. The war on roller tow-rt- a
is a fierce one. and will be
waged by the Wisconsin
traveling men. The long towel,
many hotels,
In
which is found
swung over a roller In the washrooms, especially
In
the smaller
4owna, Is to bo doomed.
There Is
In
a bill
the Wisconsin legislature
wbtch provides that hotels and similar places by other names, must have
which are no shorter than
nine feet In length. A clean sheet
for every guest Is a part of the provisions In the bill.

KELLOGGlOARNEBIE

JUDGE

SCORES R.

I

10

LOOKS

CIVILIZED WORLD

THMPKKANt'K PEOPLE AFTER
N ASH VI lil. K CITY CHARTER.
Nashville, Tenn., April 11. Senator Porter has Introduced a bill to
abolish the charter of the city of
Nashville so as to rid the city of
naloons. The measure will be strongly pushed by Senator Porter, but Is
being widely criticized nnd discussed
by members of the legislature, who
tlo not agree upon the matter. Some
of them think it is like cutting off a
dog's head to cure htm of some diis considered
sease. The remedy
rather' harsh, and as using a disturbance of the fundamental conditions to effect u temporary and
subordinate purpose.
The Jackson
charter bill, which also proposes
abolition of the instrument, will enter largely into the Nashville tight,
the opponents of that measure making common cause with the Nashville opponents, to down both.

ltOIY OF SMITH STARTS
FOK AMERICA TODAY.
Yokohoma, Japan, April 11. The
widow and the rest of the party of
James Henry Smith, who were accompanying him around the world,
tailed yesterday for New York via San
Kran)iseo and will take hjs dead
body with them. It has been made
known that there is reposing in the
safe of a Ixmdoti firm of lawyers a
mill recently made by the deceased
inwt dbmoses of the $75,000,000
of Mr. Smith. It was drawn
after Mr. Smith's wedding In Scotland htat September to Mrs. William
It is said to
tthintdander Stewart.
leave the widow the bulk of the
te

e.

HOARD OF INDICATION
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FOR

be-tw-

S

Ull.l,

UK AT .1 WIIISIOW
SHOW.
Norfolk. Va.. April 11. The famous old battleship Texas, now at tin
navy yard, Portsmouth. Is ready for
service, at the Jamestown exposition,
rush orders to the cflecl that she
uiuxt be ready having been strictly
complied with. The same instruc-

tion came also
for the cruiser
Brooklyn, another famous old warrior, which fought beside the Texas
in the lain of shot and shell oil
Santiago, and was conspicuously involved witii the Texas In the
controversy that followed
the battle. Moth are to be stationed
at the exposition, and Will have been
made ready sixteen days befoie the
opening. Tile presence of the tough
and resolute looking Texas ami the
stately and tow, Tint,' hull and
of the Brooklyn, will revive memories of both the battle that
beaming Sunday morning off the harbor of Santiago and the unfortunate
controversy that followed the battle,
involving Admiral Schley's pennunt
1iip. which was the ltrooklyn.
Both
the ltrooklyn ami the Texas will remain at tile exposition until it close".
super-vtructu-

CANADIAN

a V El I

M

EXT

ah r corxcu..
i.riii.iiiix
April 11. Great satis

Montreal,

'

fifty-nint-

fe

Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa
tion.

is in m:smo.

J'Uiehurot, N. C, April 11. The
first day's ses.sion of the education
board yesterday was a great success,
the attendance being large, unu the
papers read and the discussions being profound and practical. leading
dsoatlonal men from all parts of
the ttouth are here, and today a discussion will be held upon 'Agriculture and the Southern Farmer" by
K. A. Knapp, of Lake Charles,
lr.
Vs.; T. o. Sandy, of Farmvllle. Va.,
and Dr. L H. iiailcy, of Cornell
There will also be a dtscus-Mio- u
of "Women's Work fur Public
Schools" with report from women
who have been foremost in the several stales iu organizing efforts for
M Uool improvement.
State supei hilt ndents will discuss high schools
and secondary education, and President Harry Pratt Johnson, of the
Chicago university, and many others
wili peak.

lltTTLKNHIP TEX

Washington, D. C, April 11. One
of the interesting developments of the
Harrlman hearing before the Interstate commerce
commission, just
closed here, was the discussion
counsel for Harrlman and counsel for the government as to the advisability of congress passing a law
providing federal supervision over the
Issuance of railroad securities. The
matter was debated by two distinguished lawyers. Judge R. S. Levett
representing Harrlman, and Frank B.
Kellogg, of St. Paul, special counsel
for the commission In the proceeding
directed against the Harrlman consolidation. Mr. Kellogg had this to
say on the subject:
"I do not believe that an unreasonable restriction should be placed
on the Issuance of railway stocks and
bonds. I do think, however, that it
Is in the interests of the railways and
of the public that railways should be
prohlbted from becoming groat finan- cial Investment Institutions dealing In
stocks and bonds. Their credit, which
stood high, should be used In the ex- pansion of their linos and in the
transportation of traffic. They should
generous
be allowed
reasonable,
profits. I should deplore the enactment of any legislation that would
hamper the railroads in their opera- -'
lions. It is my opinion, however, that
the time has come when congress
should reasonably limit the inllatlon
of railroad securities, such as was
done in Harrlman's recapitalization
of the Chicago & Alton Itailway company."
Judge I.ovett said that in the pres-fstate of public opinion it might
be proper for congress to pass a law
regulating the issuance of railroad securities. Ho doubted the advisability
of such a step, and questioned Its
constitutionality.
"I do not believe
that congress has any such power,"
he said. "It would Involve a change
In the structure of the government.
It would bo an Interference with the
fundamental right to purchase property."
Paul D. Cravath, one of the best
known corporation lawyers in the
United States, counsel for Harrlman
and serving In a like capacity for
Kuhn, iAieb & Co., did not discuss
the subject, but expressed himself
somewhat as did Mr. Kellogg.
That the interstate commerce commission has under consideration the
advisability of discussing its next annual report the matter of the capitalization or overcapitalization is well
known In Washington.
Members of
the body showed very plainly during
the progros of tho llarrimaii hearing
that this thought was running in their
minds. It is known that during the
closing days of the
h
congress Mr. Roosevelt had a number of
conferences with senators and representatives tin the subject of in Dated
or watered railroad stock, and that
he will touch upon it in tho first message to the next congress is generally
believed.

Pittsburg. April 11. Mrs. Charles
J. Holman, mother of Eveutyn Nesbit
Thaw, la preparing a statement In
answer to tho attack made upon her
by Attorney Delphln M. Delmas, of
counsel for Harry K. Thaw, whose
trial for the murder
of Stanford
White is in Its last stage in New
York.
Mr. Holman has gone to New York,
anad his wife's statement will probably be given out in that city soon.
Mr. Holman and his wife have been
greatly annoyed and grieved at the
manner In which counsel for their
have been treating ths
character of young Mrs. Thaw.
Now that the trial proper Is ovei,
and all the evidence Is in, it Is believed by them that a proper time to
answer the allegation of Mr. Delmas
has arrived.
The statement will not be given out
before the latter part of the week, in
all probability, but it will, without
doubt, he an Interesting and slgnltl-casidelight on the great drama
which has been enacted in the metropolis.
The savage attack made by Mr.
From
Delmas was not unexpected.
the nature of the case, and the trend
of the testimony for the defense, such
a course was felt to be Inevitable, It
is said.
Mrs. Holman, through
her husband, the well and favorably known
local broker, already has denied the
statement repeated by Mr. Delmas,
NOTICE I'Oll ri'ItUCATION.
that she had been furnishing District
Attorney Jerome with .statements and
Department
Land
evidence to be used by the prosecu- Olllee at Santa ofFe,theN. Interior,
M , March 26,
tion in its attempt to convict young 1907.
Thaw of murder.
Notice is hereby given that fjoorge
Kirochima. of Itguna, N. M., has
more
There Is
Catarrh in this section Hied notice of his Intention to make
of the country than all other diseases final live-yeproof In support of his
put together, and until the last few years
Homestead entry No.
was supposed to be incurable.
For a claim, viz.:
great many years doctors pronounced It 6843. made September 12, 1902, for
a local disease and prescribed local rem- the N
XW
KW U NW
and
edies, and by constantly falling to cure NW 4 SW
18, township
with local treatment, pronounced Incur- 7 N, range 4 W, section
and that said proof
able.
Science has proven catarrh to
be a constitutional disease ana therefore will be made before Silvestre Mlra-ba- l,
II. S. Court Commissioner at San
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F, J. Rafael, N. M on May 6, 1907.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
He names
following witnesses
constitutional cure on the market, it to prove his thecontinuous
residence
Is taken Internally In doses from 10 upon,
and cultivation of. the land,
drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo llomero,
system. They offer one hundred dollars Juan Palle. Jose M. Caeo, all of
!,
tor any case It falls to cure. Bend for
N. M.
circulars and testimonials.
Address:
MAXl'KI, It. OTKKO.
t. J. CHUNKY & Cw.,
ltegister.
nt
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Pittsburg. Pa., April 11. The magnificent new building Manillng at the
entrance of Schenley pnrk, this city,
wan dedicated today with most elaborate ceremonies.
It Is a gift, as
the epigram on the building declare,
to "The People or 1'lttnburg."
It It,
Indeed, a gift to the American nation,
and the extraordinary attention that
the ceremonies of dedication have attracted throtighount the world Is the
bet evidence that In the world'J
opinion It in the creation of institutions like this which gives real elevation and dignity to any people. The
moxt distinguished platform celebration was at this gathering that has
ever occurred In America.
The attendance of men of distinction is beyond all precedent, including men
who have won distinction in almost
every avenue of the world of work
In art, in letters, in music, in scientific
achievement, in education, in geographical exploration and In the service of the state, and among these men
are at least thirty who have won high
renown In Kurope, Including representatives from the most venerable
institutions of learning In the world.
At the moment of the dedication of
the Institute, embracing the five great
departments of tine arts, museum, library, school of music and technical
schools under one administration, the
financial outlay for cost, equipment
and endowment of all the main and
branch buildings will amount to
a sum staggering to the mind
even in this age of great fortunes and
stupendous gifts. In Kurope, under
the slow growth of royal patronage
and state aid, such an institution coul 1
not reach so great a cost In less than
5"0 years. In Pittsburg the loving
kindness of a single man has created
In the short space of ten years an Institution unique In Its comprehensiveness.
When the building is completed it will not be the finish, but only
the beginning of its real usefulness.
A community that has until now been
held down to hard facts will then
launch Into the pursuit of Ideas. Secretary Church, of the Institute, says:
"Hefore Mr. Carnegie gave us lhs
splendid gift there was nothing here
but the material life, and it required
a vivid imagination In any man to
pierce tht smoke clouds that rolled
overhead, and realize that there was
any such thing as an Intellectual life.
beyond.
I have been amazed at the
popularity which the institute lias
I
won for Itself.
have seen men
from the mills anil employes from the
street car lines, whose toilsome lives
would make one think they had no
time for the pursuits of leisure, pour.
Ing through the various halls of the
institute, demanding high class literature in the library, studying masterpieces of paintings in the art halls,
Investigating the wonders of science
In the museum, and listening with
close attention to the organ recitals
in Music hall. Hesldes this, lo,00
boys and girls have applied for admission to the technical school. With
Its five great departments under one
control, there Is no other institution
Just like It in the world."
The names of the three prize win- ners for the best of the thousand
paintings will be given out during the
ceremonies.
The jury accented th-paintings for hanging, and with the
l.'itt paintings previously accepted by
the foreign advisory comtntltec.i. the
exhibition this year will be much
larger than in former years.
Mr.
Carnegie's address this morning was
listened to with closest attention, and
loudly applauded, the audieince rising as they greeted the distinguished
founder r the institute.
Among
the noted men at the ceremonies was
the Karl of Southesth, who was formerly Sir Charles Xoel Carnegie, head
of the Carnegie
clan. Other noted
personages were Col. Sir Robert an 1
I.ady Cranston.
Dr. P.
Chalmers
Mitchell, secretary of the Zoological
Society of loiidon; Dr. K. S. Roberts,
vice chancellor of Cambridge, and
master or Conville and Caius colleges,
Cambrand William Archer, dramatic
critic and open exponent in Kngland
of simplified spelling.
T.
William
Stead, the noted editor, is here also,
and will speak on disarmament. Ambassador Tower has arrived, and occupied a prominent place on the platform with sir Robert Hull, director
of the Cambridge observatory; Prof.
John Rhys, principal of Jesus college, oxford, and others.
Anions
all these worthies and hundreds besides i heui. President Roosevelt does
not appear, not being able to spar"
the time. Professor le Maartens, of
also Is absent, unable to attend.
M. i. hi. hi .Maartens,
the distinuisn-e- d
novelist, is here.
From Kramv
comes I,,'. nice Item-duedirector Luxembourg gallery, Paris; Prof.
n
H.nile. .Museum
of
.Natural
History, .laid in des Plantes. one of
the scientific leaders of Paris; Huron
li'Ksl.iiii nelles de Constant, member
of the French senatb, head of the
Frem-lsection of international conference, orator and diplomat, Paul
I
miner, president chamber of deputies, author and statesman; Camille
Ktilarl. director of the Trocudero. at
Paris; J. Th. Hnmelle. director gallery of Hie ljouvre, Paris.
Ureal Ibituiii sends Kdvvin A. Abbey, Sir Robert Pally, astronomer; C.
F. Moberly Hell, manager
London
Times; Sir Robert Cranston,
lord
or
provost
Kdinburgh: Sir K.I aril
r.
composer:
musical
Hammond
Hull, editor of P.dinhurgli Oraphlc:
Very Rev. John Maxwell Long, principal Aberdeen university; tiuglllini
Marconi; sir William Henry Preece,
electrical engineer; Clement K Shore,
ler. editor luidon Sphere: Sir William Turner, principal Kdiuburg university.
Not w it lislanding the managers of
the Carnegie dedication have brought
together so large a number of distinguished foreign visitors, they have not
forgotten the local men and women
entitled to notice.
The list of local
invited guests Includes the trusteed
of the Carnegie Institute, guarantor.-- ,
of the Pittsburg orchestra, olticers of
the local boards of trude and chamber of commerce, idly and county of II.
cers, judges of the courts, congressmen, representatives of newspapers
and all local educational institutions,

Don't swelter this
summer with the temperature at 110. Get
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New Perfection

Wick Blue Flame Oil
Stove and have a cool
kitchen. The
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NEW PERFECTION
e
Wick Blue Flame Oil

U

Cook-Stov-

produces a working flame instantly. Hlue flame means highly
concentrateJ heat, no sKit, no dm. Oil is alw ays at a maintained
Kvery
Made in three si.es.
level, ensuring a uniform flame.
write to our
If not at your dealerwove warranted.
neareft ap.eiioy for descriptive circular.
-

A

is

the hest lamp for
liouse- -

Made
and beautifully nickeled. Perfectly
jj
;
unexcelled in
constructed; absolutely
power; an ornament io sny lucm. K cry lamp warranted.
lf not at your dealer write to our nearest agency.
CO.S'TIXEXTAL OIL COMPANY
lncoa pumtcd
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of brass throughout
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The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental Life Buildlnc, Cor.
ltailrond Ave. and Broadway.
employes of the Carnegie Institute,
trustees of the Western 1'nlverslty of
Pennsylvania, Carnegie Veteran asso
ciation, fifty clergymen representing
every denomination, and a special
body of laboring men, chosen, at Mr.
Carnegie's wish, from twenty-fiv- e
of
the principal industrial establishments
of Pittsburg. There Is also a largo
miscellaneous list of persons In every
Kvery person who apt
walk In life.
plied for a ticket has had his wish
complied with.
bowels, promotes
easy, natural movements, cures conAsk
stipation LKian's
Regulets.
your druggist for them. 25 cents a
Regulates

the

box.
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Rom.i
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MONEY to LOAN!

Steamship

Employment

stylish
WANTED Ladles wanting
millinery an dressmaking, call on
JIlso Crane, 512 North Second
street. Prices low.
Also apprentices wanted.
"Phone 944.
WANTED Position by male stenographer nnd bookkeeper. Age 27.
Experienced. Good recommendations and references. Address box
12.
Albuquerque.
WANTED
secondGentleman's
hand clothing. No. 616 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
FOlt KENT.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
tents. (IS South Broadway,
FOR RENT Rooms for light housekeeping. 408 North Second street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room;
electric light and bath. 419 Marquette avenue.
FOB RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOB RENT Furnished or not, one
of the nicest and shadiest
eight-rooresidences In the
city, near City park; large barn.
11,
room
Call at
Grant block. P.
F. McCanna.
FOB SALE.
FOB SALE A good big coW, will" be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOB SALE Party will sacrilice typewriter, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care Citizen ofllce.
Jersey
FOB SALE Thoroughbred
bull, coming four. Address or inquire of J. C. Bemenderfer, 6 miles
south of Albuquerque.
FOB
SALE The Claude Girard
property on Mountain road, first
house weft of acequla, near
street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
LOST.
LOST My runaway team, on Third
or Fourth street, leather covered
buggy cushion; also brass plunger
for spray pumps, call ut 610 North
Third street or phone 384 for reward. J K. Matthew.
LOST One prospectus entitled "The
Greatest Things In the World,"
tinder will please return to Mrs.
Hertha. H. Henrici, No. 216 Silver
nvenue.
two-stor-

y,

tickets to and from air
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
816 West Railroad
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MACHINIST
CARPENTERS,
HELL-BOY-

S,

COOKS,

STONE MASONS,
IRON MOLDER,
HOUSE GIRLS,
We furnish clerical Itetp a
Nieclally, free to the employer
Jtookkecpcrs,
Stenographers,
Triiowrliers, Clerks, etc.
SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
1

5
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SNAPSHOT

niinutes.
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I'ltFSI HF.NT
ON TI1F. WAV TO
has been kion to
ii minutes and a frac- -

The distance from the white house
Memorial (Dutch Reformed) church is a Utile more than
It paces
of a mile.
l.tijll of the president's steps, which
are rather long. Taking the average
step as
feet the distance is 4.0r0
An even
feel.
of a
mile Is 3.!lfl feet.
president
The
never misses church,
and he never has Iwen known to ride.
Whatever the weather, lie may be
seen streaking along at about i 0 4
a. in. over a regular route, first skirting Lafayette square, along Madison
place, then along Vermont avenue
past the Arlington hotel, then into
1.1th street straight to P street, on
the corner of which the church
stands.
He iloes not wear an overcoat even
on the coldest day of winter. Almost
invariably he wears a silk hat. The
hat Is varied in rainy weather by a
slouch.
Three secret service men always
accompany the president, one walks
oil the oposile ide of the street, another walks 100 feet behind, and a
third may bu seen scouting, either
ahead or in any direction where his
judgment dictates. These men have
to keep on the Jump to match the
president's strenuous pace.
The president alwavs takes oil' his
hat and bows to people me while on
It is proper for all
these walks.
persons to bow to rbe president on
such occasions.
to the t trace
three-quarte-

three-quarte-

:

Cured of llliciiiiiuttsiii.
of Chattanooga,
Tenn., had rheumatism in his left
arm. "The strength seemed to have
gone out of the muscles so that i
was useless for work," he says. "I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Halm and
wrapped the arm in flannel at night,
and to my relief I found that the pain
gradually left me and the strength
returned.
In three weeks the rheumatism bad disappeared and lias not
since returned."
If troubled with
rheumatism try a few application! of
Pain Hulm.
You are certain to be
pleased with the relief which It affords. For sale by all druggists.
Mr. Wm. Henry

M. Bond.
AT LAW.
D. C.

N. W., Washington,

patents,
letter patents,
land

I

copyrights,

F.8C,

caveats,

trade marks, claims.
YV

ATTORNEY

que, N. M.

JI

Pension,

It. R,..n
AT LAW, Albuquer-

Office.

First

National

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
Office.
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. it.
1ENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S. Barnett building,
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phene
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m to 12:30 p. m.; l:Jt
p. m. to 5 p. m.
Both phones.
made by mail.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
I)U. It. L. HCKI.
Office,
N. T. Arnitjo Blilg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
IltS. mtONSON & JJKONSON.
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
aim resilience, 8 2 8.
."

(Il Chairman Knapp.)
The fair adjustment of rates as between different communities and different nrtlcles of traffic is a matter
of the highest consequences, because
upon that adjustment depends the
most commanding commercial inter-est-
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We have about $3,000 to Ion n In
sums o; $1,00 or less on real est
sccuiiij a. $ per cent, s- ua,

Bank building.

1).
Washington,
C, April 11.
Fresldent Roosevelt always walks to
church.
He walks briskly. His
speed is very close to four miles an
hour. The average time consumed
by him in going from the gate of
the white house to the front door
of the church Is thirteen minutes.
When nlone as he is unless one of
the little boys accompanies him he
frequently makes the walk In twelve
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PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
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Let us Supply You

Congress Would Have to Change Five Great Departments Embraced
in Institute and Foundation
Structure of Government to
of $25,000,000.
Restrict Stock Issues.

j
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;ajsks n)kkow in south.

Itruslics,
Soaps, Nail
Sclsjtors,
finishes, Miinlcuru
,
rinsU-rsJorn
Corn llles,
Shampoo Creams, Ilnlr Tonic,
Talcum Towdcrs, Toilet Waters
Until
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Nashville. Tenn., April 11. The
death of Hlshop (Iran berry at Ashland. Va., last week is the cause of
widespread mourning und grief In
the south, where his virtues were
well known. The Methodist denomination especially mourn his sudden
departure, as he was very dear to
all the thousands of worshippers of
that faith who have known of his
Hlshop
twrvicea for many years.
t Iran berry
was also well known In
the north, and in many pulpits his
death was mentioned with genuine
neKTKt and sorrow.
His engiiJitpK
personality endeared
all who met
iiim.. especially the young people of
the flocks to which he ministered.
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Toilet Accessories

RAILROAD'S ATTORNEY

FEARFULLY

DEATH OK DR. GltANIJERRY

avenue.

Woman

To buy a three or four
WANTKD
room house. Cheap for cash. No On
Furniture,
Pianos. Organs.
Iluyer This office.
commission.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels!
AND
WANTED
At once, school teacher, also on SALARIES
WAREmale or female; also ran furnlsn HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as
good stenographer. Colburn's Em- and as high as $200.
Loans are
ployment Agency.
quickly made and strictly private.
WANTED
More worn tor a first-cla- Time: One month to one year given.
hand laundry. Lace curtains a Goods remain In your
possesion.
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed. Our
rates are reasonable. Call aa4
408 West TIJerns avenue. (Colored.)
see us before borrowing.
WANTED A camp blacksmith ImTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN OO.
mediately.
$65 per
month and

Kto, Kto.

HANTS

Delmas Will Have to Listen to
Her Answer-H- er
Conduct
Irreproachable.

WA.NTKlJ

SUPPLIES

Says That Unusual Restriction Institute Building Dedicated
With Most Elaborate CerCould Not be Placed
on Stocks.
emonies In History.

par-tlcula-

"C OPKXS ITS
ARMORY WITH WARMING,
ltrooklyn. N. Y., April 11. Squadron "O" will open Its new armory tonight, the contractors having been
unable to furnish all of the gallery
rtoalrs at the date originally set for
ItiB opening. Tonight will be known
as -- Mvll Night" and tomorrow night
as Military Night."
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MRS.

EVENING CITIZEN.

If the state owned the roads all secret discriminations would disappear,
but then, as now, the question would
arise, for instance, how rates on
wheat should compare with rates on
Hour; how rates on dressed beef and
packing house products should com
pare with rates on live animals; how
rates on grain and grain products,
produced In the great middle west,
to north Atlantic cities should compare with rates on the same articles
to ports on the Gulf of Mexico.
These and an endless variety of
similar questions would demand solution under government
ownership
precisely as they demand solution at
the present time under private ownership. And the danger Is that those
questions would become political issues to be settled by the action of
the majority party.
I can see how railway officials and
employes, all being government servants, might lie kept out of politics.
I can see how a trained and efficient
force might be equal to the complicated task of management and operation. J can see how the financial difficulties could be overcome and rates
so adjusted to needed revenue as to
have the people from any indirect
taxation for railway support, und at
the same time give them extremely
cheap transportation.
Hut 1 have grave apprehension
along the line now suggested. More
and more as modern Industrial methods are applied and perfected, as
business is conducted upon an enlarging scale with a narrowing margin of
profit upon each unit of production,
more and more will the question of
relative rates become controlling.
Shall coal lie taken to Chicago
from Indiana or from West Virginia?
Shall iron and steel products be
iu
pittsburg or in
manufactured
Cleveland'.' Shall export traffic leave
the country by way of New York or
New Orleans'.' Shall wheat be made
Into flour at Minneapolis or liutTalo?
Shall certain localities be supplied
wlih oranges from California or from
Florida'.' Shall sugar be made from
beets grown north of the ( ihlo and
Potomac livers, or from cane iu
Louisiana or Hawaii, or Cuba and
Porto Rico? Will the Pacific coast
jobbers wlio are reaching out for the
trade of the orient get their supplies from the Mississippi Valley or
from the Atlantic seaboard?
Will
those supplies be carried liy rail or
water? These and a thousand similar
questions will be largely answered by
the rales lixed for carrying the traffic.
If the government owns the roads
and operates them, congress mnv fi
the price of transportation as it now
fixes the price on postage i,r the internal revenue tax on any article: and
it Is conceivable that, as the result
of an election or in the redemntion
d pany pledges, a sysu m of rates
mini! ue uuopieii w incii wmil.l enormously bem tit one or more sections
oi Hie colltilry whose renresenlaliven
combine to that end. while niacin
other sections at serious disadvantage.
In this direction I see the greatest
litliculty. and H is on this ground,
more itian any other, that I should
lecfet to see the govern iiientt take up
the business of owning and operating
our railway lines.
In his concluding article tomorrow.
Chairman Knapp will tell briefly bow
government ownership has worked in
other countries.

6-- 8,

When your animals are sick you
need a good veterinary surgeon
Call
"P 'he old reliable. Phone No. 542
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Rd
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Rlaekor White hearse, ii.
ARCH ITKCTS
W.
Spencer.
F.
Rooms 46-- 4 7 Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
phones.
Both

m

NOT AilY PUBLIC.
Tlios. K. D. Maddisou.
Office with W. B. Childers.
Ill
West Gold avenue.
HAIK HUIXM K AXT
CHIlfoPO.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her par!or.i. No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nail. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
the skin and improves the complexion., and Is guaranteed not to be injurious. She also prepares a hale
tonic that cures and prevents
T
and hair falling out; re'tor3a
life to dead hair;
remove
moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also
face powder, a frec kle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have just added a vl- orator machine
for treatment of
scaln. face and
It
Is also used for rheumatism,
pain
and massage.
dan-druf-

( rough
Remedy Aids
Nature.
Medicine that aid nature are always most effectual.
chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
allays tho cough, relieves the lungs,
aids expectoration, opens the secretions, and aids nature in restoring the
system to a healthy condition. Thousands have testified to its superior
excellence. For sale by all druggists.
liaiiilx-rlaiii'- s

Reduced

R. R.

Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Oflle
113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket Mrokers" Association In Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence
solicited.
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tihtkmmy. a run.

from a bit of It. The strength, ol
tree l almont Incredible. At Jamestown a nvcamnre rew up hrtween the
graves of Commissary Hlnlr and his
d
of Mrs.
wife.
It carried
Flalr tomb three feet above the surface, holding It fast In a crotch,
while the roota and body of the tree
e
hnttered Into tiny bits the
ulah that marked the commissary s
tomb.
On the enstern borderland of
far up In the mountains, there
stood for many years a tree bearing
H
this legend: "D. Boon killed a Bar
It was a
this tree year 1760.
ouRh record of the prowess of a
u
hunter, and was a
landmark to travelers and
Many Uses to Which Trees fumlllar
many
years. Further In- hunters for
nnd, near the winks of the Cumber-and- ,
at Bledsoe's Lick, an old hollow
Were Applied In Early
ree stood for many years. Over one
hundred years ago a man named
Days of the Country.
Spencer fpetrt the winter In It. His
muse was not so pretentious na tnai
of the California settler who, having
INTERESTING" EXAMPLES
neither time nor money to build.
ound a hallow redwood and Imme
y
diately converted tt Into a
dwelling. He had a living-rooGOTTEN IN MANY STATES down stair and a bedroom above.
and lived there several years with his
family Not far away from him stoou
he lareeest tree in the world, tne
Abraham Lincoln, once called the
d
Apple-SeeJohnny Planted Hermit, measuring eighteen feet in
Crazy
diameter and 320 feet in height.
Apple Trees In West Before
The live oaks of California are a
Settlers Came.
feature in themselves the largest one,
measuring ten feet in diameter, being
In Tulare county
Those on tne cam
pus or the university grounus si
(By KrwU'rio J. llaskln.)
noted ror
Kvtr since a tig tree set up as Berkeley are especially
attract atten
haberdasher to Adam and Eve In the their beauty, and also some
or tnem
Oaraen of Eden, trees; have played a tion from the fact that
more or less Important part in the exemplify modern methods of deand protection. Where
world's history. The first I'rotestant
trees cay has set in the foresters have care-fuil- y
rhunh service was under thechurch
cut out the diseased soots in
at Jamestown, and the first
Ih'11 rung In the west was the one the same way that dentists treat leetn,
In a filling of cement to prethat good Father Junlpero Serra tied putting
down
to an arching
oak bough at Snn vent further decay. Farther county.
Barbara
liiaao. The first agricultural fair in the coast in Santa
In
grapevine
world.
largest
the
s
the
America was held under a giant elm
Is called La Para Grande and was
at Pittsfleld, Mass-.-, the same tree Itplanted
sixty-thre- e
years ago by Joa- section
men
of
that
the
tinder which
wo
formed when they marched away to qulna Lugodl Ayala, a Spanishmeas
the war of 1812. When Connecticut's man. The trunk of the vine
in
circumference.
ures
inches
nine
charter was in great danger of seizure Though pruned every year. Its
it wan hidden by faithful citizens in
branches cover a quarter of an acre
a hollow oak.
and It takes sixty large posts to hold
trellis on which it spreads.
Because the Scotch had "dool un the
present owner, Jacob Wilson, has
trees" or "grief trees," on which The
for it, tne wouin- they hung early colonists here mut been offered 16,000
meaning to move It to
needs have, something of the sort. So be purchasers
they chose to set up Liberty trees in the world s fairs, in tne Isold mission
a pepper
New England. The Scotch had syca- yard at Santa Barbara
mores, the New England colonists tree under which the maids or uueen
daughter dally prepared
chose elms,., and they were made to Victoria's during
the winter she spent
Under them her tea
serve many purposes.
meetings were held, from their boughs In California.
bodies of offenders dangled, and in
d
A
tree of the mlddlewest
their shade drunkards, liars and was
the Miami apple tree 'that stood
thieves sat in the stocks to be Jibed at
the Junction of the St. Mary and
One tree on Boston
at by passers-by- .
rivers. It must have
mmon had a most dark history. It St. Joseph
seed dropped by
tdood near the "Ixing path" that Dr. snrunir from
priest or trader long ago. in
Holmes immortalize in his "Autocrat aFrench
wigwam under this tree the Miami
of the Breakfast Table," and on It chief.
Wild Cat. was born. Other ap
Jones and
were hanged Margaret
trees were found down the val
Anne HlbbitiH. two witches of early nle
settlers, though they
days, and Mary Dyer, the Quakeress. leys by the firstkind
Indigenous to the
were not of a
Under It Mrs. Oliver was flogged for soil.
Many
believed them to have
In 1876
reproaching magistrates."
pitiful old crazy
by
planted
a
been
this old tree fell in a windstorm, and man known as "Apple-seeJohnny,"
d
a detatchment of police had to be who came to the settlements
east of
called to keep the souvenir collectors he Alleirhenles every fall, collected
from cutting it to pieces. An off great bags full of apple seed from the
shoot of this tree, about forty years cider mills, and then disappeared over
old. has been elected to take its place.
with them.
the western mountains
He had an Idea that as apples were
The dean of America's historic of
man,
the trees
to
great benefit
irees is the Washington elm at Cam rhould
planted in time to be ready
bridge, a venerable landmark now in for the besettlers
who would one day
its dotage.
I nder this tree Wash
the valley. When the tide
ington first took command of the populate
liomeseekers flanlly turned that
American army, July 3, 1775," reads of
way, there was great astonishment
the inscription complied by Longfel-la- ana rejoicing
over the waiting trees.
and engraved on a tablet. Some
flower and fruit. Such pracsay that the first evangelist in Amerl rich in
foresight can rarely be found in
a. Ceorgo Whltefleld. preached un tical
Twice has light the hobbies of crazy men.
der this same.
ning struck it, both times in the
In Audubon park, New Orleans,
same place, and no doubt its days are stand
the famous live oaks that helpthough a jealous ed make
now numbered,
'the beauty of the spot long
It
guarding
careful
townspeople arc
ago when It was the property of M.
ly.
Ue Bore, who discovered the process
sugar. Audubon studied
One of the famous "peace oaks' ot refining
under these oaks when a guest on
that stood in front of John Eliot's old the
plantation.
In Charleston stands
meetinghouse at Natlck is said to be
famous magnolia under which a
still in existence. It was brought to atrtaty
was signed so long ago no one
I lie missionary
by the Indians he had
On the
H was about.
laught. and planted by them as an knows whatOrange
to Fredericksburg.
from
expression of peace. At Ueoham an road
Is
llhodesville,
oak unthe
near
Va..
other oak Is pointed out as the puplit der which the Marquis de Lafayette's
once used by George. Fox. the Quaker,
tent was pitched as he supervised the
when a meetinghouse was denied him building
of the military road, during
I'enn's famous treaty tree fell in a the revolution.
For many years
gale nearly a hundred years ago, its
tree was pointed
prominence being so marked In its Pontlac's Memorial
to visitors in Detroit, and near
early days that the English soldiers out
North Carolina
placed a special guard
around It King's mountain In Tree,"
on whose
during the revolution. After It was Is the "Tory Tulip
were hangtwo
Tories
branches
lower
felled by a gale In 1S10. a great part
of the tree was sent to the old Penn ed after the battle of King's
family seat at Stoke, near Windsor,
England, where It is still preserved
gardens at Washing"Jane McCrea. l.ii, is an Inserip tonThearebotanical
trees that have astion that was seen for a long while sociations,richas Inalmost
every man of
on a large pine tree near Fort Ed
political
and literary
nee In
ward, on the Hudson. This tree was pronihi
A cypress
planted
one.
affairs
has
the silent witness of the death of the from the seed that Mrs. Jefferson
brave girl whose scalp was taken by Uavis brought looks across the walk
an Indian to Burgoyne's ramp and to a beech
that Sumner, the abolitionsold, whereat her lover, who recog
put
nixed it. deserted the army that would ist, was Instrumental inof having
presidents
handiwork
out.
The
such practices.
of divergent views
aud potentate
in New York the megaphone mei wave their long boughs toward each
on the tourist cars will point out a other, and forget the past in their
the world beauLroup of two or three sour gum tree present effort to make
in the neighborhood of One Hundred tiful. Among them Is an elm that Is
and 4&th street and Amsterdam ave an offshoot of one that toWashington
be moved
Hue, and tell you that these are all planted, and which had
that is left of the thirteen trees that when the capltol was enlarged.
Alexander Hamilton planted In honor
of the original colonies. Near One
street there
Hundred and Fifty-nint- h
GRAND CONCERT
are said to be some of the famou
ress trees of the old Jumel e.
tale still standing, they having been
a present to Mr. Jumel from Napo
COLOMBO HALL, AP1UL 17.
leen, who brought them from Egypt,
I he growth
of the metropolis ha Prof. Ii Mauro nnil a Well SHoctcri
lured the elms in tin yard of th
OrcJicMtra of FifUn-IIuh, Inciutl- Little Church Around the Corner.
..lug Mr. Blonilin, Cc Hoist, and Mrs.
Xciglcr, l'ianist Tills Is the
New Haven has been known fo
Orchestra in New Mexico.
many generations as the City of Elms,
the first having been brought there
Program.
trom Hampden by William Cooper I. Serenade from Opera Comigus
and given to the Key. Pierpont. on
irehestra
ihe green stands an elm known as the i. Variation, "Carnival of Venice"
having
by
Franklin elm,
been bought
Prof. IiMauro
Violin
Thaddeus Beecher from one Jerry ?,. Selection from Travlata, llano
Allen tor "a pint of ruin ami som
Four Hand
times, " and planted on the day that
Frances and Clarence Bothe.
Franklin died. For many long years i overture, "Poet and Peasant..
mulberry tree stood to mark the
.i
Orchestra
p!.iri where the diverts and the In u.
Mrs. DeWolf
Solo for Harp
Hans mane me treaty
that gave 6. Violin Solo, Piano Accompani
Maryland to the Catholics, but it fell
ment, "Melody from Buben- over fifty years ago. Church furnl
steln"
In
it
use
was
of
for
made
the Miss Bertha Loebs and Miss Bertha
lure
ancient town of St. Mary's, and the
Wardwell.
bishop of Maryland has a gavel mad 7. Selection from Martha, Violin
and Piano
Edith und Kay Loebs.
s.
Selection, "Lucia di La
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Our Work

1

DEnNIIAIirvr.

All Kinds

STORY

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

wenty-year-ol-

1

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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two-stor-
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tree-salvatl-
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Weak Kidneys
Kk X1facr. tnrsly

point to wetk ktdnar

Nartes. TUa Kiduer. hie lb '.Umn. taJ tbs
tttomach, floJ tiMlr wetknaM, not In th oitso
iuell, but in tha narre IhM control sud vuid
od itrmrthea them. Dr. bboop't Kaftorauva ii
ruaco that
a mdktiia specifically prepared to
To doctor th Kidney klooa.
mntrolliuf nerve.
watt ol time, aod ol ntoaey m
It futU. It 1
W

If yocr

back ftfhe or it weak. If th orin
tralda, orUdark and troof.Uyoa bare tymptom
oi Brifhts or other dlftreasinf or dnferou kidney dieeaia. try Dr. 8hoop Kestorsuve a mouth
what It can aud will
and
T.blruor Liquid 1M
rawmmwid and to"
Co lor you. brace

orchestra

Mr. Ellis
Trombone Solo
Komance "El Trovatore" Piano
Miss Bachechl
II. Selection from Uigalelto Piano
Miss Badararco
12. Selection from "El Trovatore"
Violin and IMano
Miss Bertha
Wardwell
and Emil
Coulodon.
t:l. overture from Zampa
Orchestra
After Concert. Dance.
Tickets on sale at Matson's. beginning Monday morning, and at Colombo ball night of the 17th.
10.

Yes, I

Dr. Shoop's
OGsforafiuQ
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

,"

ElBEKA!
I'miml It at l ast.
Why that Chamber-

lae
what?

Found
lain's Salve cures eczema and all
manner of itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many year
uit!i skin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible Itching, but since u.iing this
halve in December, 1505, the itching
has stopped und has not troubled me.
Elder John T. ongley, P.ootville,
I'd. For file by all druggist.
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...PUBLISHED

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

well-stuff-

c

3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. Ot H

3. D. Eakla, Preildect.
O. Oloml, Vic President.

Cbi.

O.

Mellnl, Secretary
Bachechl, Txeetercr.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Buceenore to

i

MELINI A EAKIN, and B4CHECHI A aiOMI.

WHOLE BALK DKALER

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
The General Condemnation of
or Secret Medicines
So-Call-

of

an

W

Patent

ed

injurious character, which indulge in extravagant anl
to cure all manner of ills, and the

National Legislation

Enacted to Restrict Their Sale

othr

In stock
outfit tba
kpmoittvrythlng
fastidious bar oompiota
10

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the ftouthwtit tot Jee.
Schlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries: Yellowstooeu
Green River, W. H. McBrayei-- a Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other standard branda of whlsklee toe numerous te mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell tha straight article aa received bj us from the beet iaerlea.
Distilleries and Breweries In the UDlted Stat a. Call sod taeseet omr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Piiee klat,
issued to deaiera only.

unfounded pretensions

have established more clearly than could have been accomplished in any

way

The Value and Importance o! Ethical Remedies.
Remedies which physicians sanction for family use, as they act most beneficially ami
are gentle yet prompt in effect, and called ethical, because they are of

Known Excellence and Quality and of Known Component Parts.
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Mar-moo-

VENINGr
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THE "DlVIXr. KARA" AT HOM F, OX THE STAGE. IX THE HOLE OF "L'AIGI.OX" AMI IX
STHFFT
"OSTVME.
HOW SHE CKEATKs KOI.ES At
lock myself up to ponder and create you had an Intonation there you never
TIOX COMES OX STAG K OXE a part in absolute isolation. I never had before!1
I answer
'Certainly!
anything of the kind. 1 don't Iso- It
not be otherwise.' There is
KEADIXU OF XEW PLAY AXD did
late myself and 1 don't study Inter- notcould
one
way
only
of saying even a
SHE KXOWS IT WOKD FOU pretations. I like to surround myself thing as simple
as 'Good morning,'
WOIUI
lllMHtED THOl'SAXO 1with articles suggesting the new part and there are not
am to play, certainly; but all the hundred thousand:" ten; there are a
WAYS OF SAYING 'GOOI
work is done unconsciously. When
o
the play is first read to me, I get an
"Preventics" will promptly check a
Impression of the character I am to cold
or
Grippe
the
when taken early
take. The figure which detatehes It- or at the "Bneeze stage."
(By Francis Warrington Bauson.
before my eyes" she held up cure seated colds as well. Preventics
"Is there as much talent In the self
her right hand, her fingers taking the are little candy cold cure Prevention
present generation of young actors shape
and
of a cup aa if ehe held the Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., tablets,gladly
as there was in yours?"
dream-figur- e
there "Is the character mall you samples and a will
This was my next question to Mme. itself. Then it
book on
develops as I play it.
Bernhardt.
if you will write him. The
For I really do not study even the colds free,prove
their merit. Check
"There is far more," she replied. words of my parts. I have been gift- samples
colds with Preventics and atop
"Perhaps among my contemporaries ed with an excellent memory, so that early
more stars came prominently to the It suffices for me to read a part at- pneumonia. Sold in 6c and 25c boxby
es
all druggists.
front; but ability is more general tentively once, and I know it word
now, and there are proportionately
for word.
more real artists. Take Guilty, for
"But the question of articulation CHAMBERMAID
Instance, now acting with Mme. Le remains.
IS REI take the manuscript
Bargy In 'Le Voleur"; though a young out driving Sowith
me,
while
restand
greatninn he Is unquestionably the
and enjoying the air with a friend,
est actor In France, for his force, his ing
WARDED FOR HONESTY
1
lean back In the carriage and say
Intelligence and the variety of which each
60
phrase
over
100
to
In
times.
1
he is capable.
have often acted
low voice, but moving my lips and
with him; he was the creator of aenunciating
M. M. Sundt, a Las Vegas builder,
carefully, chewing out the
In
Alglon,
Flambeau
nnd I have a words and going
'L
more and more who Is engaged Just at present in the
real enthuslslasm for him. Le Bargy rapidly, until it becomes
more buz- construction of a new building
herself Is a woman of rare talent. zing than talking. Thus the muscles the United States Indian school for
at
She Is an Instance of an actress capa- get molded
their shape for speak- Santa Fe, has every right to consider
ble of stepping immediately to the ing the partInto
himself
properly
stage.
u
on
Monman.
the
On
fortunate
training;
front without conservatory
"As for rehearsing alone, I do that day night, when he retired to bed In
but she is exceptional In every sense only
the
house,
Claire
placed
he
a
my
In
occasionally.
bath tub.
of the word.
wallet under his pillow, and In
when I get a friend to hold the manu"Paul Mounet. of the Comedie script
morning
went off to his work and
for me and hear me. Apart the
Francaise, is another young and great from this.
left It. On discovering his loss he
I don't look Bt the manuactor. And though I am speaking of script
to
returned
the
hotel and found that
my
or think of the
the young, I cannot resist dralwlng part I inam to house
play at least, think the chambermaid on finding the walin my dear old friend Coquelln too, consciously, for I work
In my let had simply removed
on
it to the
for while he Is of my generation he subconsciousness, of course. it
table, where she left It with the Idea
is full of freshness still."
see
he
more
would
readily on
it
"It is on the stage, while rehears- that
"That may have been a secret of
his return. Mr.
looked up the
your generation," I said her eyes ing with the cast, that the action chambermaid undSundt
presented
with
were again on the clock "for you comes to me. How do you expect me a new gold piece as a reward her
for her
inadame, certainly seem to possess to nit down here In this arm chair, honesty, and resolved thereafter to
and coldly think out Just how I should be more careful In the disposition of
the gift of eternal youth."
if somebody rushed In to tell me
She smiled one of her ravishing cry
had been murdered? But his valuables.
smiles and the clock was forgot- my mother
let me be on the stage, living the
ten.
For catarrh, let me send you free,
I am creating, and then
"It Is very simple; I never worry character
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
you
person
Do
In.
think
let
rush
that
nnd never see details. For me only I
have to stop to reflect how of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It Is
the great things of the world exist. I should
No! If I am a snow white, creamy, healing antiought to behave?
That avoids friction for me. And, sincere,
the cry and the action will septic balm that gives instant relief
then, I never yield to depression. I
to catarrh ot the nose and throat.
am gay by nature; when I cannot be come of themselves.
gay, I am simply quiet, but I will not
"For sincerity Is the supreme test Make the free test and see. Address
allow my spirits to droop. If there Is of the actor as of the writer and Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Large Jars
a secret of eternal youth that is It." the painter, and If actors and play- 60 cents. Sold by all druggists.
"Yet when you are studying your wrights have many shortcomings to"
day, It is because they too often lack
Impersonations
The Baldwin Refrigerators at
My only task will be to lielle's.
sincerity.
Nothing better made,
Madame Bernhardt laughed out.
may
I
I
so
papers
cried,
reading
how
remember
that
"You've been
the
isfactlon guaranteed.
to know what I do. I never read do It again. And this is why there
(ontlc and Kffectlve.
papers perhaps that s why I keep is variety In my Interpretations nnd
A well
known Manitoba editor
Tip my youthful spirit !
But what I do not play the same night after
perpeo"As an Inside worker I find
say
or
night.
six
may
writes:
live
first
ever they
In the
about other
Stomach and Uver
ple, what they publish
about my formances there will always be for Chamberlain's
methods Is pure fantasy; I have read myself much novelty In my Interpre- Tablets invaluable for the touches of
them enough to know that. Nobody tation, but then I get used to it and biliousness natural to sedentary life,
knows how I go about it to create settle down to It. However, when a their action being gentle and effective,
my parts; but I am going to tell you play has been on for a while, the ac- clearing the digestive tract and the
tors appearing with me will some- bend." Price. 25 cents. Samples
how.
"The published stories pretend I times say to me after a scene: 'Why, free. All druggists.

Albuquerque

of the world and the approval of
To gain the full confidence of the
parts be known to and
component
the
is
that
it
essential
eminent
physicians,
most
the
Syrup Company has published for many
approved by them, and, therefore, the California
years past in its advertisements and upon every package a lull statement tnereoi. i neper- feet purity and uniformity of product which they demand in a laxative remeuy oi an cuucai a
character are assured by the California Fig Syrup Company's original method of manufacture,
known to the Company only.
There are other ethical remedies approved by physicians, but the product of
the California Fig Svrup Company possesses the advantage over ail other family laxatives
that it cleanses, sweetens and relieves the internal organs on which it acts, without
disturbing the natural functions or any debilitating after cftects and without having to
increase the quantity from time to time.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known tinder the name of
acceptance as the most excellent of
Syrup of Figs, and has attained to world-widfamily laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
i f the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, we have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of l igs and Klixir of
Senna, as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtlessly it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs; and to get its beneficial effects,
always note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call for Syrup
of Figs, or by the full name, Syrup of Figs and Klixir of Senna, as Syrup of Figs
and Klixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company, and the same heretofore known by the name. Syrup of Figs, which
The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists
has given satisfaction to millions.
throughout the United States in original packages of one sie only, the regular price
of which is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, 1. C the remedy is not adulterated or
within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, iyo6.
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OUR SUPERIOR?

Young American man. quit domineering, stop smok-I11chewing, drinking unci mvearlng. .Mrs. Wong ways
there are your faults, and she advise? her sister, on?
nnd nil, to turn aside your offers of marriage and ttlve
their hands to the little yellow sons of the land of the
popples from far across the sea. Is she right? Ar!
you really so had? Is the little yellow man your moral
superior? Shame on you If It Is true.
No. The American young man has no superior
upon the face of the earth mentally, morally, physically or spiritually. Perhaps Mrs. Wong found an exceptional Chinaman. If she did, and she loves him.
well and good. Unt think Oofl the time has not yet
young American can
come when the average clean-ru- t
not And a aweet, pure, honest little American girl, ready
nd willing to share, half and half with him, the burdens of life. A girl, the American girl, who ha no
auperlor upon the globe, ready and willing to do her part
In tnalntlng this great nation of ours by rearing for
It sons and daughters, to take up the active work, when
the gray ha.lrj of a father nnd mother, announce that
their task has been done girls and boys to throw them-wlve- s
Into the breach of the great battlefield of life,
when father and mother sit In the background, awaiting
Mrs. Wong Is enthe summons of the great reaper.
When she says the
titled to her views on the subject.
American young man has faults, nhe tells the truth.
What young man, be he white or red, black, brown or
yellow, doe not have his faults?
Hut the American
young; man has fewer than the men of any other nation
n the rlvilieed globe. What If he does smoke?
What
I
he doen chew? What If he does tuke an occasional
drink? Yea, what If now and then, In the heat of llfe'a
battle, he does forget and swear? The. young American knows they are faults.
Sometimes he has one;
sometimes he has more; often he has none of consequence.
But of those he has, none regrets them more than
iie, and no one tries harder to overcome them. Mrs.
Wong is entitled to her Mongolian and to the best
wishes of all her friends for a happy and prosperous
life. In the Interim, the young American man will continue to battle with life, aided and comforted, if he so
desires, by an American girl. Be his work in the fields,
at the counter or under the stars and stripes In a battered suit of khaki, he will still hold first place In the
affections of hi country and of the American girl, Mrs.
Wong's advice and all other nationalities to the contrary. Miss American Mlrl, the American young man
has no betters.

IMPROVEMENT OF WATERWAYS
. The nex.t great national undertaking

likely to bo
that of river and canal Improvement. For many years
the rallroaod magnates have been able to defeat the
efforts made for the Improvement of water commerce.
iiy differential tariffs based on competitive water lines,
by controlling Important terminals and by political
manipulation they have almost succeeded In destroying
cheap water transportation.
But a change has come over the spirit of the magnate's dreams.
lie is now calling on the government
to save him from the result of his own greediness and
mistakes. The railroads have bit off more than they
can chew. All the great lines would be better off today
If water lines were able to carry the
tonnage,
leaving, the railroads free to carry the high
grade
freight.
'
Experts are pointing out the possibilities In the improvement of our rivers the finest In the world and
In the building of strategic lines of canals. France and
(lermany have led the way in this respect. In the matter of internal improvements, such as canal building
and river Improvement, and road building, we are fifty
years behlifd those countries.
The Panama canal Is a
great enterprise, but It Is fmall by comparison with tho
possibilities of Internal waterway improvement.
Is

low-gra-

An observing

visitor to Tucson, according to the
Daily Star of ihat city, stated that he had been looking
around for ten days for a good source of investment,
and he discovered that Tucson was sadly In need of several more poultry farms, about fifty more gardens and
several truck farms.
He said he could see a larger
profit in any of these Industries than In any other investment, because more than
of the poultry
and garden truck consumed in Tucson was bought in
foreing markets, and that the price of all these product was extremely high. It would not require an
visitor so much as the half of ten days, to come
to the. same conclusion concerning A lbuqieriue.
two-thir-

The Chihuahua Enterprise, In ; peaking of the claim
of Mexico to a part of the present city of El Paso, sayj
that the "Kio Grande has always been the boundary
between the two countries," and speaks of one time
when a good part of 121 Paso wis Mexican territory.
The Knterprise evidently forgets that all of where 1.11
Paso now is and for hundreds upon hundreds of miles
around It was Mexican territory for several centuries,
and It was only as a result of the Mexican war that the
HIo rirande became the boundary between the United
states and Mexico.
The morning

paper

ledger llnds a significant

says that
.symptom

'the Philadelphia

in the
rapidly growing popular notion that the giver of a brib-belongs In the same Jail with the taker." Like Caesar,
The Citizen feels to ex. laim. "And thou, too Hrutus!"
If the bribe-give- r
and the bribe-takerhere in New
Mexico for the otliee is as much a bribe as would be
its equivalent in cash were put into the same Jail,
what would become--'.The reader can complete the
question f,,i- himself.
of reform

j

s,

"

Win ii Macplierson shouted, "Stand up for your
town," ,uid declared The ("Ititsen was trying to drive
business away by opposing his attempt to gobble 1n;
bureau of immigration, jt Sil.s tmi at once apparent
was involved.
it i ,,ujU. ,,.,
now.
Since Maephcrson secured the democratic bureau for
his democratic paper, the people learned what his game
really was, unci Albuquerque was saved from another
dose of Macpheison reform. That
a
something ac
coinnlislied at all events
1

When Ambassador James lirjee w
m Chicago Hit
n quoted as .saying.
oilier day. lie
"You have ill
your lake front ail opportunity su. li ;m leu cities have
for providing imperii pieces of l.iu.lc.i),,-Your great
inland sea may be faced by a ui:tK niti
promenade,
and you may r.ar colonnades n,. iin.s,. ,if ancient
Egypt over lagoons like those
mediaeval Venice.
There Is nothing impossible to such ;l city ,
Chicago." The spirit of civic improvement,
beauiilh atiiei. is moving on.
.

!

a--

'I'be league season In politics is now cln.-'- d.
y.iy m
There will still be talk on the bench
,
und the most enthusiastic of the fans will hold
their rain hei ks. Hut ti is now raining, and it will I.
:lobe-Icmocra- t.

some lime before the ground Is dry enough for h.n
running. Nobody will be up at the bat before
s
meets, an event now only in sight ,' the us of a
chronological telescope.
con-Kres-

The late New Mexico legislature is not the only example of
reformers falling before the power
of public patr triage.
The democratic party of Tennessee u hlch means the majority of the people down
here, just an the republican party means the majority
of the people III New Mexico demanded that .the appointment of election olticer be taken out of the hands

But the
of thp governor and restored to the poople.
governor there, like governors In pome other place,
wanted to keep all the power he had and get all the adSo he used his "influence"
ditional power he could.
with the smaller legislative body the senate or council and they defeated the will of the people, all, of
Then, too, the govcourse, In the course of reform.
ernor down there himself had said "The power to appoint election commissioners is a power which a bad
governor should not have and a good governor should
not want." Put that was said before election, while he
was a candidate.
This Is the time for the spring poet. tlrferrlng to
"This is the time to dream
the fact an exchange says;
n
hay; to
by day of the shady brook and the
turn capricious gems of thought and enchanting visions,
deftly wrought, into a poem praising spring, nnd then
carefully burn the thing."

,
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Whatever the decision In the Thaw case may be, the
public will be relieved to hear that the exposure of
The
sham and rotten Immorality Is at last ended.
sooner the Jury decides the matter, the better both for
Thaw and for the public.
The hitter Is sick and tired
of the whole utTair; probably so Is Thaw.
Cleveland, Ohio,
woman has filed suit
plea being that he
the house. Hi; says
read.

(Continued tomorrow.)

One of
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the four cars

The Cub's Corner

we Had

OCT OF TIIK
OKDINAUY FlTtMTVUF
rules here (lots of "ordinaries'.' elsewhere) odd pieces to please the art
lover and make a room look not like
a wareroom but the resort of cultured
people. Tou are free to see and select even if you don't buy for a month
or more.

It is reported that Little Danny is
whlllng away the time writing a book
A entitled "Frldayi. the 23."
seems to be on the
for divorce from her husband, her
Mr.
is understood to be
refuses to have newspapers about lookingHarrlman
about for a capable stenthey are not proper for a lady to ographer who Is deaf, dumb and
blind.
e.

STItONU FKATCKK8
of our bargains In china, glass and
porcelain ware are their artistic designing, their fine coloring, where
colors are appropriate, their strength,
their full value for the money we ask
you to spend for them. Hut how are
you going to know of this store's attractions unless you see them? We
request you to see.

on the road
has
arrived

F. H. STRONG

O

may be Mr. liryan's
Whatever
It has been suggested that Secretary liening. of launs. ne is tile to point with pride
the bureau of Immigration, ought to get a map of New to his entire absence of any HarrlMexico and study it. Some one might make inquiries man alliance.
Cf
about portions of New Mexico outside of llernallllo
Can it be that Evelyn Thaw has
forgotten
con nty.
her cue? She neglected to
weep when Mr. Delmu was making
speech Tuesday.
nis
Enough Chinamen have already sworn that they
Another great Industry for Albuare natives of this counly to credit every Chinese woquerque
brought back the
man In the United States with thirty-eigbirths. Hei- democratic Henlng
bureau of immigration In
fer start an oriental annex to the Ar.anlas club.
his coat pocket. Saved again.

STRONG BLOCK

ht

He once was a Republican
In the good old days of yore.
Then he met Macpherson and

Im-
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$ JONNY BULL TAKES MUCH
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PRIDE IN HIS TABLE MANNERS

tOOOOX)X)XX0000X0XX0XXOOOQt
liet It be admitted that our army Is a failure, has
never won a victory and never will, admitted that our
navy would have difficulty In sweeping six combined
great powers off the sea; admitted that we cannot act
up to the French standard, or trade up to the German,
or hustle up to the American, or cheat up to the Greek.
Still we cherish our little pride and prejudice.
The
Englishman regards himself and Is generally regarded
as the best dreBsed man in the world. He also prides
himself on having the best table manners, writes Clarence Itook In the London Chronicle. To the Frenchman may be conceded the supremacy in the preparation of food, while the production of it (owing to the
decay of our agriculture) may be left to Siberia and
Chicago.
But when it comes to the eating of food the
asserts his supremacy. For If the highest art
he to conceal art, the highest etiquette of eating should
be the triumphant pretense that one is not eating at all.
And here the Englishman wins.
He can eat his way
through a seven-cours- e
meal quite unobtrusively.
It
was not always so.
Lord Chesterfield, as I have been reminded by
Philip Wellby's hew edition of the "Advice to His Son,"
sketches the awkward man who "holds his knife, fork
and spoon differently from other people; eats with his
knife to the. great danger of his mouth, picks his teeth
with his fork and puts his spoon, which has been In
his throat twenty times, Into the dishes again. If he
Is to carve, he never hits the Joint, but in his vain efforts to cut through the bone scatters the sauce in
everybody's face. He generally daubs himself with
soup and grease, though the napkin is commonly stuck
through a buttonhole."
That napkin Is a test of table manners, and the
nice conduct of the napkin caught the attention recently of the German emperor, who saw one of his
guests tucking the napkin under a chin. "Do you want
to be shaved?" was the imperial question! Kngland's
supremacy In the matter of soup lies in the spoon.
An Englishman is taught to take soup from the side
of the spoon. Ami he is the only man on earth who
emerges from soup with the white shirt front of a
clnmelesis diner and without the aid of a tucked nap
kin.
He lays the napkin across his knee and uses It
without ostentation.
Perhaps the acme of this concealment of art was
reached by the two sweet ladies of Cranford, who
thought it improper to suck oranges with an eye and
an ear at hand. They "used to rise up, possess themselves each of an orange In silence and withdraw to the
privacy of their own rooms to indulge in sucking
oranges."
The orange is still a problem in decent eating, and
1
have seen many people send it away as dessert be
cause they do not know the proper slicing that will
ead to the suction people who will eat an orange only
In solitude, or over the leeward side of a ship.
Those
Cranford days were the days of transition, the days
of two pronged forks, and the ladles went to dinner
with the "old Tlaehelor," and hail to face the problem
of pens. The host shoveled his peasinto Ills capacious
mouth with his knife a large, round-ende- d
knife.
Mrs. Gaskcll saw. imitated, survived. The other ladies
remembered their table manners ami missed the peas
with the
forks.
That discreet conduct of the knife is the
pride and prejudice at table. There is no nation
which (In Its upper middle classes) reaches the English standard for the nice conduct of the knife, though
we are assured that In the highest circles among amirs,
sultans, dukes and millionaires there Is a beautiful uniformity of deportment, our insular instinct is to make
the knife as inconspicuous as possible.
.No such feeling restrains the German enter
ami
the Frem'h diner is scarcely more seusatlve. The Ger
man who feeds in the average restaurant will shovel
his food into bis mouth with the, blade of his knife,
and, when in a difficulty, will cram it down with the
handle, nor has lie the least scruple about depositing
the rejected resdile upon the Hour. Moreover, with
the continental eater 1he knife enters into conversation
It is retained in the gesticulating hand, it is raised Im-- 1
loringly to the celling and. heavens it is brought
Into strange circles of argument, it is used to point
the conclusion at the very tneast o the fellow diner
'When you see a man waving bis knife at table
you may lie sure lie is an alien "We Wear no sword
lu re." nor do ,vc arue with knives at table.
The English knife, with nil its bloodthirsty sugges
tions, Is i educed to tile lowest and least obtrusive office.
it is not even dug bito the salt cellar. For England
has leached the delicacy of salt spoons, and only In
a Solio restaurant will sin; give you the real savor of
the continent by providing salt cellars without spoons.
You hhove your knife into the alt - and dream of Paris,
llolietiila, the gyps life in which "you dip your lingers
in the pot."
Eimlalid has sl.pplessed tlic khit'o at table. The
Englishman does not use it for argument or menace
pel snarl, hi, or cvn f..r the taking of alt. His table
never lie raised.
aianueis enj .In that the knif- sht-lTile pnpcily conducted knife a! table never reacnes
t' degret h above the horizontal.
'nfortunatt lv the American goes a little t o far
In the desire to avoid the ohtiuaive use of the knife,
und takes refuge
in obtrusive
Many
concealment.
Ameri-an- s
will slice their meat with the knife, lay the
knife by the side of the plate and put the pieces into
the mouth with the fork held In the right hand. Now,
Ibis is injuitice to th knife, which has its modest

He Isn't any more.
And now It Is said that Danny will
secretly raise $5,000,000 to aid In
maintaining the Democratic party in
New Mexico.
But what will he do
without a stolen letter to publish"
Lire's
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are beaten back in many a
fray.
Put never strength we borrow:
And where the vanguard rests to
day
The rear shall camp tomorrow.
We

Constructed on Scientific

Gerald Massey.

Principles.

llcforo Dawn.
keen. Insistent hint of dawn
Fellfromthemountalnhelght;arld
Fell from the mountain height;
A wan, uncertain gleam betrayed
The faltering of the night.
A

"u

The emphasis of silence made
The fog above the brook
Intensely pale; the trees took on
A haunted, haggard look.

Eng-lishm-

two-prong-

REFRIGERATORS

Wont Democratic.

Kittle Danny and his democratic sheet still
a deep and awful silence about that bureau of
migration matter. It Is so dignified.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Such quiet came, expectancy
Filled all the earth and sky;
Time seemed to pause a little space;
1
heard a dream go by!
Maurice Thompson.

0

Albuquerque, New Mex.
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Little Kunny Ditties.
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.
How I wonder what you are.
If I thought that you were pie
Might not reach you, but I'd try.

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

f

w

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

f

had a little lamb.
Fleecy little fellow.
It ate a Morning Journal, ami
Its color now is yellow.
Mary

Oranges Going to Waste.
Armstrong, a well known orange
grower, living near Los Angeles, arrived here yesterday evening, to stay
several months for his health. According to Mr. Armstrong thousands
and thousands of oranges are going
to waste In his neighborhood for the
lack of cars to convey them eastward.
"We have plenty of pickers." said
Mr. Armstrong, "but the railroads are
swamped with old orders, and therefore those who turned in their orders
for cars last, must wait. As a result
a large quantity of the oranges are
being culled. While the culled oranges,
are good and sweet, still they won't
sell and the growers are compelled to
feed them to hogs or dump them in
the river, list week a man could buy
thirty-liv- e
oranges for 6 cents, the
only thing the matter with them be
ing that the skin was a little colored,
but the fruit itself was still good."

0

Danny's Method, Too.
District Attorney Jerome, of
was talking at a dinner about
the power of speech. "Speech, talk,"
he said, "if it is fast and fluent and
earnest enough, will achieve miracles,
turn black white, do anything.
A
woman went to buy an Easter bonnet
the other day. The salesman, getting his tongue slightly twisted,
brought out a handsome bonnet and
said rapidly ami excitedly 'A great
bargain, madam. The last one left.
They have all gone otT like hot cakes.
And no wonder! Formerly fjio, now
offered for $li.' Til take it,' the woman, much Impressed, said hastily."
O
Supposing one of tins czar's ministers demands an extra Interview and
It does not please his majesty to grant
it, Peter KatofT, valet and
trusted
friend of three successive ltussian emperors. Is sent to announce the fact
that "his majesty is tired." To obtain
an audience with the czar is next to
an impossibility, but there are exceptions,
one gentleman relates how
he Willi to the palace in response
to an invitation from the emperor.
After he had been conducted from
room to room und carefully searched,
he was allowed to his great surprise
to speak to Hie emperor on tha. telephone.
New-York-

KACKLEY
I

M.

Uockaby lvaby, nothing to fear;
Kockaby baby, mother is near.
Uockaby baby, now don t you cry,
Danny and Friday will divvy the
pie.

,

The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

Chickering & Son's Piano
The
iiisitc tone ami liigli quality of workmanship and finish have
combined to make those famous Instruments the universal choice of
those vtlio know.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
124 South Second

1907.
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Slunevv uv water coolers Sin-

.

I'lo

lc

14.
.

04c

.

2r.c

25c
26c
.$1.25
.

MJC

TIIK M .K.
Win. KIKKF, Proprietor.
o

WIIKVl' STRAW
02

H.

im

III

IO. XV.

IHIM.

I KE.

FIRST KTKF.ET.

Phone

9S

COAL

BM

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
18.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
19.50
PER TON

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY

B3

John

S.

502 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET

WlUinir: Indian Hilt
'
SDr.
vii) cure lt:inU
a. ii
Kct.ii.t
Pin !. Ii ahsor; i he U'Uioi J
e. acts
'tu.iys V.e
at
4SU IxiuitiiH. l'ws lilstai.t rM
In f. Dr.
ll i.imV llHhau i'llr Ui'll
. K
Ik nretiurctl f.ir li t,. m. .1
in? cf the private purls.
Is
Kti.y
v. .irrruiti'it.
nv driiKists. ey jtul ti.i
on rMANUFACTURING
O . J'run.. i l. vulai.il. Yiuiu

E
Of
IT IL.

OU

4c

tu

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

AFTCR MAY IS

CO.,
Building.
J. E. ELDER. Armljo
REALTY

17c
.

jPgKge

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

VF
4"c

.

to

THE TAILOR
West Gold Avenue

NOTICE l'OK I'UBMCATIOX.
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26,

Notice is hereby given that Antonio
noPalle. of Laguna, N. M.. has tiled five-yetice of his Intention to make final
claim,
support
of his
proof In
viz.:
Homestead entry ?o. b4j,
made February 12, 1U02, for the
H NW 14 section 28, township 6 N,
range 5 W, and that said proof will
be made before Silvestre Mirabel, U.
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
X. M., on May 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
O
and cultivation cf. the land, viz.:
I
fill Hue when I left the office Charles
Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
yesterday to hunt for news.
The 1'alle. Jose M. C'aco, all of Laguna,
city editor had Just told me, that h ; N.
M.
couldn't get another cub right away,
MAN V EL It. OTERO.
and If I didn't do any worse than I
Register.
1
I
had been,
could slay. Then
ran
o
Into a mystery. There is a little fel:
iiwi-rnoTo takf.n
low down the street about two blocks NOW. STAMP 1'ICTCItKS 25 CUNTS
from the oilice who runs a cigar I'FIC DO.KN AM) VI. KODAK FINstopped to gel a cigar anJ ISHING A SI'FCIAII'Y. l'lioro
stand
Insaid
Come here, I.OW COVFUS ON JAI'AXKSi: SILK.
kid."
Ol It WORK IS OI K fillAKAXTKK
I
i()l.l
went over behind the counter. sTMtlt STIDIO. 210 WKSf
Idpulled me away back Into tin; A V FN IK.
corner and said "Say, kid. don't you
NOTICE.
tell anyone
put you next, but a
The public is hereby notified that 1
couple of fellers wti. talkiu' in front
of me stand a little bit ago, an' on.) will not be responsible for any debts
says that he lieerd some one tell an- contracted by my wife. Mrs. Ernesother feller, who told him that they tine Cantrel.
EL.1K A CANTRKU
wiiz. a big actor com'ni here.
Now
ou git down an' see ley Matson, the
Car liad of up to date furniture
"pry house man, and be may lie alii;
due to arrive this week at Fulrelle's.
to iul you wise.
See?"
I
went down an" saw Mr. Matson.
"Why .Mary Maiinering and Mrs.
1
Kiske and"
said Mr. Matson.
told him the actor was a man.
"Search me," he said
"I don t
know of any none on our books."
I studied over It
lor a while and then
dropped into the cigar store again.
The fellow pulled me back In the
cornet again. 'I'm next now, kid."
Dividends in the other fellow's
Insaid. "It was all a Joke.
Thtf
pocket on the rent you are
actor they vv uz talkiu' about was
paying.
liening. who Is secretary of the bureau of immigration.
He ain't iu
A Email cush payment and
actor, hut he thinks he is.
See'.'"
That's the trouble a fellow has ill
$20.00 a month will buy a
Till-Irvinv. to ,.t news.
CPU
house, with bath.
,11

Call and See Them.

EXCURSIONS

KUU SALE BY b. VANN A

ON.

WJIKX

vor

WANT

1j

i:vi Will.

eat with enjoyment and keep well,
provide yourself with rolls or bread
the best kind, the kind we b.ikr
fre.sh every day. If you haven't been
In line with tin wise ones.
O'der by
phone if you like.

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South

First Slreet.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAI- TON'S IHU'U STOKK.
PEERLESS
HOMEMADE
Mexuo Citv ami rrturn $40.25, April
! h tu May
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
If you want reiu!u in warertlilng.
SI..
Istli. Limit July
Agc-ntTORE.
J. f. IRDY.
trv to Evening Cltlicn wast ai.
FEE'S

;.'.--

TIHIUMDAV, APIU1.

II,

ALBUQUERQUE

1W7.

r
SILVER CITY PEOPLE

E-

MURDERER

X-

POSED LOS BUL- FRAUD

NEWS

NETTIE

OF

:

WAS CHUM FAMOUS

RORER CAPTAIN

A

IS CLAY M'GONIGALL TOOK

MOSELEY

BUNCH

pack rtrm.

CITIZEN.

A BASE BALL

HANDS ALBUQUERQUE

GIRL ACTORS

i

MME.

EVENING

Folding

AT

FIRST MONEY

Go-Ca- rt

FAN

WEtersareforheadquar-

Officials of Company Say Artists Were Sorry They She Says That It Is The Only Soldiers Will Cross Bats With New Mexico Cowboy Koped
City In the World and the
Browns Guards Being
and Tied Steer In
Didn't Cop" the $1,000
Cattlemen Were Their
Inspected.
Alvarado. Ditto.
Reward.
26 Seconds.
Enemies.

Go-Car-

--

Denver, Colo., April 11. The Lost
Kpanih Mines company,
which is under InvestlKatlon at Denver by the pontotllce authorities, was
organised under the laws ot Arisona.
The capitalization was $ 10,000,000. it
The stock was first sold at
is a)d.
5 cents
share, and gradually raised
to 50 ceatx.
The DuHols brothers at the "mine"
are alleged o have sent out frequnet
stork?
of new strikes and discoveries of burled bullion, and this, with
the advance in the price of Mock, is
said to have been a great lure to the
decided
Investor, who immediately
that It behooved him to get in on the
ground tloor before the stock got
eloar out of sight.
The people around Silver City are
said to have been responsible for the
expose. They say that ths Lost Bullion mine is nothing more than an
old cave in lime rock, which has been
thoroughly prospected, and in which
The govno ore was ever found.
ernment otllcials say the Silver City
people took exceptions to any fakes
tie! n it worked in their country, wnere
there are many meritorious mining
projects under way.
Ha Catthtinn Art KiMMiiltf.
Some of the men connected with
the Lout Bullion company declare that
a cattle eyndicate is back of their
prosecution because the Lot Bullion
the
takes In part of its range, with minwater, and it wants to drive the
ing people out of the country for that
reason.
Some of them ay that a
government engineer sent to Investi
gate the Lost Bullion round mat u
is what it is represented to be, but
that the testimony of this man was
not available before the grand Jury
at Pueblo in time to prevent the in
dictments.
The government otllcials ure inclln
ed to laugh at any claims of merit in
the Lost Bullion, and say that it is
The poS'
a fraud pure and simple.
tal inspectors' department has been at
work on the case for months. That
the arrest of the men was a great
surprise is not denied, as they were
awaiting the outcome of the Lev an
and Blackburn examinations.
Hull km

Captain Dan Horn Moseley, of the
United States army, who is in the
city with Adjutant General Tarking-toIs a base ball fun. and says that
there is a team at Fort Wlngate,
w here he Is stationed, that can put up
some mighty good sport. A number
who
of the players are the same
played with the fort team last year
ami showed themselves to be about
on an equal with the Gallup team, but
the captain says that they have polished tip a lot since then, and he will
Albuquerque
pit them against the
Browns This sounds like there might
In
doing
be something
the base ball
line within the next fortnight. The
captain goes to Silver city from here
and then to Iis Crures and Socorro.
These visits he calculates will con
sume about ten days. Then he Is going to return to the fort and arrange
for the coming of the soldier ball
players to Albuquerque. The captain
promised Manager Cavauaugli .this
morning that he would bring the
team here himself, so there can be
little doubt about their coming.
Captain Moseley and General Tark- ington will inspect the local companies of the national guard tonight at
the Elks' armory.

ever
Mine. Sarah Tyrone Korer. the well
re known cook, and her son William A.
Borer,
left this morning for Kansas
marked the genial manager ot "Net- City, Mo., where
they will stop sevtle, the News Girl" after the curtain eral days, then continue to Chicago,
had rung down on the last act at the and then back to New York, their
In talking to II. K. Pellow,
local theater Tuesday night, "It was home.
manager of the Alvarado, Mme. Borer
company
my
some of the boys with
said:
when they landed in rhoenix, a day
"Albuquerque has certainly Improv
or two ago, and discovered that they ed since my last visit here several
ays witn years ago: so much that I hardly
had chummed for two
Ixtuis V. Kytlnge, the murderer, for recognized It The fact that the elty
whom there Is a reward of $1,000 of- is increasing In population, as well as
fered, and had not known It until too popularity In the territory, pleases me
late."
very much, for 1 have a kindly feeling
"We were playing In San Pedro, in my heart for the place.
people
Just about the time Phoenix
W hile I have Just come from Cali
were hunting lor me nony ot f.y- - fornia, I must confess that 1 have
tlnge's victim. One night a young never found a place in that country
fellow, giving his name as Gordon that was in any way equal to AlbuDanger, sent his card back, request querque as a health resort. During
ing to see one of the actors, with my residence in New York I have
whom he had ricked up an, acquaint sent quite a number of my friends to
ance. Danger got friendly with the your city, and expect to send more.
boys, and ,in tact, roomed with one I think that your hotel, the Alvarado,
while we were playing San Pedro. is one of the finest I ever was a guest
We then went to Ijniig Beach, and of."
having nn extra railroad ticket, I pre
Mme. Borer refrained from talking
sented it to Danger, asking him to go about her famous restaurant located
over with us. which he did, he tak- In Wall street, but It Is known as one
ing tickets on the door that night.
of the finest in the world, one to
"After the show he showed us a which the noted chefs throughout
paper containing an account of the world come to secure her recipes the
for
murder In Phoenix, and the accusa making various foods and viands.
tion against the fellow Kytlnge.
.
'"I know Eytinge,' remarked Dan
ger to us. 'and I'm going back there LAY VEGAS ELKS
to help clear blni, for 1 know he is
not guilty.'
"The next day he disappeared and
INSTALL OFEICERS
It was not until we reached Phoenix
that we discovered that the smooth
young fellow calling himself Gordon
The following officers have been InDanger was none other than Kytlnge
stalled by the Lus Vegas lodge, B. I.
himself.
"We all recalled that he limped, and O. E.;
Exalted ruler, o. A. ltrrazola; esthat he often doctored the sore on his
foot. He also had the tattoo marks teemed leading knight, A. C. Erb; esa
arm.
teemed loyal knight, W. M. Lewis; esWhen
and the 'G. D.' on his
deputy sheriff at Phoenix showed us teemed lecturing knight. Dr. C. S.
Kytlnge's picture and we recognized Losey; secretary. Thos. E. Blauvelt;
tyler.
it. and told us of the $1,000 reward, treasurer, W. G. Benjamin;
maybe you think we wasn't sore that John Thornhill; trustee for three
years,
$1,000."
cop
Haywood.
T.
we didn't
J.
that

l'rescott, April

saw

"If

11.

you

a 'sore' bunch of actors,"

CONSTABLE SMITH SUC-

REV. DAVID BEATON

CEEDS

CEMENT

BIG

"BILLY"

n,

on-"T- he

-

CHANGES BEING MADE
IN FOREST RESERVES
Supervisor Harris, of the M.inzano
and Mount Taylor nalional forest?,
has been notified that Albuquerque
has been chosen a.s the headquarters
for the southwestern inspection dls
trict by the department of agricul
ture, which is composed of New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma.
The
name of the supervisor who will have
charge of the new district has not
been announced.
t
Inspector,
John H. Hatton,
with headquarters at Washington, L,
C.who has been in Albuquerque for
several days, said last night that John
Kerr had been transferred to the
Magdalena and San Mateo national
forests.
Kerr is at present super
visor of the Lincoln and Gallinas re
serves, where he will be succeeded
by J. il. Kinney, now ranger of the
Lincoln and Uallinas forests.
Mr. Hatton said that by the recent
act the
agricultural appropriation
name "forest reserves"
had been
abolished, and the title "national forests" given the different reserves. By
reserve becomes
this act the Many-anthe Jklanzuno national forest, and
other reserves will be known likefo;-es-

o

wise.

PLANT IS

The Mysterious Billy Gets Coal Supply Will Come From
Fields Near Gallup-Pro-mo- ter
Job on El Paso Police
In Albuquerque.
Force.
one of the largest
of cement in the
United States und who is Interested
In cement concerns, was In this city
today, a guest at the Alvarado hotel
en route to El Paso, where he goes to
install a cement plant, which will
have a capacity of 140 barrels of cement a day, and will employ a large
number of men. A number of El
l'aso people are Identified with the
enterprise, which will be financed by
a stock company.
The cement will
be obtained from large beds of the
raw material located on land near the
El Paso smelter.
These lands have
been secured by the company. The
opening of this new Industry at El
Paso is of considerable interest to
New Mexico as it will not only, put
cement on the market of the south
west ut reduced figures but ull of the
coal used in the manufacture of ce
ment will be taken from the coal
ileitis near Gallup.
The same com
pany may also develop several beds of
raw material In New Mexico adjacent
Adolfo Ch.ive. aged ;ts, a resident to El Paso, at a later date.
of Duranes, a hamlet north of Old
Albuquerque, died last night at his
The body was BERNALILLO
homo from cancer.
COUNTY
taken to the Adams undertaking par
lors.
The funeral services will be
held in the Catholic church at Du
DISTRICT COURT
ranes tomorrow morning, with inter
ment In the Kairview cemetery.
Chaves is survived by a widow.
. I.
tines Ernest, formerly employed
The funeral of Mrs. Lottie D. Hodg by the Santa Fe railway company,
son, wife of F. W. Hodgson, the lo was found guilty by a Jury In the
cal barber, who died yesterday morn-ludistrict court today of the larceny of
was held this morning from HZ worth of wine from a car. The
Strong's parlors, with interment in Jury recommended
Ernest to the
The service mercy of the court on the grounds
Falrview cemetery.
A
Hugh
by
were conducted
ltev.
thai lie was influenced by others to
Cooper, of the Presbyterian church. steul the wine. He was arrested by
and the choir of that church.
the city police last November. The
charge against him was the theft of
wh)
Crabtree,
Mrs.
The funeral of
gallons of wine valued at one doldied in Socorro county several days lar a gallon.
The evidence showed
ago, and whose body was brought that he did noi steal unit much wine.
here, was held this afternoon from
the house, on North High street, with
Frank It. Brown, who was charge
interment in Fairvlew cemetery. HfV with assault with intent to kill, upon
Cooper, of the Presbyterian church. Homer L. Stltsser, on March a, this
year, at the American Lumber Co.
otticUted.
plant, pleaded guilty to assault and
Boy Gamble, uged 24 years, who battery. He did ho with the undercame here tt year ugo from Mexico, standing that he was to pay the cost
Mo., for his health, died last nigh' of the case, the amount to be fixed
and his body Is now at Strong's es- by the court.
A telegram hits beeir
tablishment.
sent to the relatives In Kansas City,
The case of the territory vs. Joe
Mo., announcing his death.
MIccH, charged with assault with intent lo kill, two charges, upon one
Armljo, comes up for trial tomorrow
morning.
John Fisher, who was on trial in
the district court yesterday, charged
with assault to rob the New York
and its proprietor, Pete Zito.
was found guilty by the Jury.
Anion Moore,

manufacturers

I

g,

1

Fifty Years the Standard

v CREAM
ftx e

HJ

m
M

M

ffl

VJ

1

l.

Plt AGHM'llS.

A Cream of
IVJatie From

Powifcr
Grapes
NO ALUM

Girl for general house
Apply to W. J. Johnson, kio
West Tijeras road.

WANTED

work.

POI ND SALE.
gruy horbe.
weighing
about 7SU pounds, with stille in right
hind leg, Is held in the city pound
and will be sold under the hammer
at the city building, Saturday morning. Anrll 13. at lu o'clock.
By order of
THOS McMILLIN,
City Marshal.
First publication April 10.

WOOL

BRIN6S

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs,

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. K. R. R.

1-

Albu-tiuerou-

Puts System Into Your Business

WHEN
book.

you pay all bills by check, your business n recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bask

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou hay
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and
accounts.

us F. Tomei & Brothers
Order Early.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobster
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Under Savoy H cite
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
1

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less

telephone
Tlie
preset
your health, prolongs jomr
and protects your home.

and the worries fewer.

YOU NEfcD A TELEPHONE

Money

Across our Counters
there never p.isxt-- s a Dingle article for
which we have to apoloKlxe.
We arc
.ilwayx nun- - of the kind of

Groceries we Handle
They
Ret Into this fttore unless
they roiue up to our high standard.
So when we ihjm them on to you we
can count on your approval.
N'obody
buys here Just once. They always
come iiKain.

.Metal Market.
New York, April It.- diti.lo; cupper tall 24(f(21.

dull.

6

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company
HOMER H. WARD. Mgr.

unchanged.

St. Louis.
$6.65.

i2J-0-

Speller .Market.
Apr, 11. Spelter weak

315 Marble

I

is our national ailment.
lyspep-i.- i
Buriloi k iilooil Litters is the national
cure for it. it strengthens stomacn
membranes, promotes flow of digestive Juice.-- , purities the Hood, build"
you up.

Ave.

Telephone 206

1

lent house fur rent,
good roof, good well, etc.
Inquire at store.

Two-roo(iu-up- ;

m

2l

MATTEUCCI ItltOS.
i Ave.
Ftwute SL

W. Tljcrn--

!00O0O0CXD00OOC0

FIjY

screens

Door wreena as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door ut 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad-

lLANIN(i MIL,l7
SUIMSRIOR
SEE OUK NEW UUICK JIUIIVDING

orooooooooooo

on

St. Louis Wool Market.
Wool Mea.l
St. Li u;-- . Apti II

i

The Champion Grocery Co.

CONSTANT

'f

IN YOUR IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

..OUR..

.t

r.

Place Your

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

:

7!.

w. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors

1

11.

small

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

1

"

poU

The Bank of Commerce

.V--

T.

il

West Gold Ave.

-2

P:t-cll-

X i

10

A Checking Account

rs

cent; prime
'' - 'iti per
6
per

1

tooooocooooocc

V

.

. Staab Building

.

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

'

;

$3.00

N. H. ANDRUS

.

14

rub-

8

ALBERT

CENTS AT H0LBR00K
P. S. S. pfd
Greene Con
Shannon
Calumet and Arizona
Clarence Owens' woid clip is arriv
Old Dominion
ing In town to be followed In a few
Kunge
Copper
days by that of t R. Morrow, says
North Hutte
the Holbrook Argus. It Is said that
2814 the wool of this locality
is much
Hutte Coalition
10.48 cleaner and lighter than the same clip
May cotton
88'J,!I00
shares.
year. i. ti iiurcui m ijuaeiti.
Total sales
oil
VlMB tltM
' IJ...Unisi A llllliiliurnllll
Money closed i! to 2 Mi per cent.
llrft
the nast few days and states that he
Summary of Conditions.
has bought a half million pounds of
April
II. American wool in this locality. The price paid
New York,
above ranging from 14 to 141i cents. The
slocks In London firm. In to
parity.
well known wool buyers. Messrs. Van
quiet, dewart and Marston. will probably
market
London
General
in
hardly responding to reduction
arrive here within the week. Flock-ownewill take advantage of the
bank rate from 5 to 4 '2 per cent.
Heported executive committee will mild weather and rush ths shearing
share control of l'nlon Pacific and of their flocks.
Its allies reducing absolute power of
E. H. Harrlman.
XOTK'K OF SPECIAL KLKCTIOX.
Fight to compel E. H. Harrlman to
answer questions may easily take over Ity Authority of the City Council of
tho City of Albuquerque,
.i.
a year.
Erie lends flat and at small preelec
an
given
hereby
is
that
Notice
crowd.
mium in loan
tion will be held In the city of
Heavy short selling of Union
Saturday
on
Mexico,
New
and growing scarcity reported.
of
Large part of new Wabash notes al- May 4, 1907, between the hours
a. m. and 6 o clock p. m
o'clock
ready placet! with investors.
show of said day. ut the following voting
Bond market continues to
places:
rallying tendency.
First Ward City Hall.
Some movement of currency to the
cusWard Office of t'has
Second
Interior for spring requirements
wick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Chad
tomary In near future.
Third Ward Office of E. II. DunAll grades of copper declined yesterday. Lake was down lie In the bid bar, corner uf Third street and Gold
avenue.
and 'lie in the aked price. ElectrolyFourth Ward - At office of George
tic declined ',. in both and castings
24',
quoted
Is
at
It. Craig, Justice of the p -- ace. South
Lake
declined lc.
to 2!i. Electrolytic 23 to 24 "4c and Third street.
to 23 V.
At which said election the question
tastings 22
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Kansas City Livestock.
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
Kansas City, April 11. Cattle re- of the said City of Albuquerque, New
ceipts 3H00. Including 400 southerns. Mexico, to erect and build a, city
Market strong. Southern steers J4.cn)
building, will bo submitted to the
cows $3.00 uc 4.2 T(; qualified voters of said city, who are
fii'B.25; southern
;
vv
$3.60
5
feeders
and
blockers
tho owners of real or personal propbulls $3.00fre 4 . 2 ; calves $3.75(11)7.00; erty, subject to taxation, within the
western fed steers $4.25 (w 5.75 ; w est- said City of Albuquerque, New Mex
ern fed cows $: 00c4.50.
ico.
Sheep receipts 3000, market strong.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
6 . 7 4j)
Muttons $5.251 'i.25; lambs
set my hand and caused to bo affixed
8.10; range wethers t5.50Af7.oo; fed the seal of the City of Albuquerque
ewes t5.00 tfi ti."11
New Mexico.
FRANK McKEE.
Chicago LiCHtH'k.
Mayor.
Chicago. Apiii It. Cattle receipts. Attest:
4.100. Market steady to strong. Beeves
IV
LEE.
HARRY
t4.2.1f 0.55; cows $ .80 Uv 4. HO; heifers
City Clerk.
good
$2.75i 5.35; ca!es $5.OOu7.00;
(SEAL.)
to prime steers $.1.40 'n .ti70 ; poor to
First publication April 2. 1'jO".
medium $4.21 5.35; slockers and
feeders $2.801 5.n.
We do it right, ItOlGII DRY. Im
Market
Sheep receipt i 15.000.
steady. Western J 4.50 'tv C. 0 yearlings perial Laundry Co.
$.75'i 7.60; lambs $6.50 1; S. 4 western $ii.50'f( 8.50.
Omaha livestock.
Omaha. April 11. Cattle receipts.
40IIU.
.Mark , steady. Western steers
$3.25 (if 5.21 ; Tex.cs steers $3.00 fu 4.40:
cows and heifer $2.50'r 4.40; eanneis
$2.2541' 3.25;
st'.' kers and feeders
AIM
$3.im)'ii 5.15; calvis $3.00 (a tl.50 bulls
4.25.
$2.80ii
Sheep receipts 4000, market strong
Is to sell good goods at a
to luc higher. Yearlings ttf.ioiit 7.2.1:
wethers $i.0ii ,i ii.50 ; ewes $1.IHi'ir
less price than you can
ti tin; lambs $ 7. '."' 8.25.
buy them any other place.
Product .Market.
Chicago. April II. Closing quola-tionThe following is a samWheat M iy ' ' N. : July
''47; July 47.
Mas
Corn
ple of our prices:
July 81.
oatsMay 4V,:
Pork .Mav $ I .0214; July $Hi.or,
California Uiiiiuloc, large cans lor
lfi.07 '.j.
July
K.'O;
I .as Crucc'H) toinatocH
Lard May
12!c
tS.MIIi X.S2
New York State Dinner Party
:. 2
;
July
a;,
t
$s.7n.
Si
'i
Bibs
Brand, large trans
.lc
None Ixitcr at uny ricv.
Money Market.

There is no doubt but what "The
will draw
Elk's Tooth"
another
crowded house on Saturday afternoon.
William Mcintosh, the sheep
raiser, purchased :i0u tickets this afternoon to give to the pour children
of the city.
At the meeting of the committees
of the different local fraternal orders
held ut the Commercial club rooms
last night to take sli ps towards forming a permanent cemetery for the local fraternal associations, quite a
number of local business men atNew Ymk.
While nothing definite was
tended.
accomplished, still the plan seemJ call easy.
feasible to the men who are pushing mercantile pa
silyer 61 V
the project.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

ilWilM
Tartar

,

S. S

l

84
135
21 Vi
138 S
38
lOOfc
24
11
158
53
80

2--

ber tires. Price

.
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wheel,

inch
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The Inspection of the local battal-llo- n
of the national guard of New
Mexico, will be far more important
than the residents of Albuquerque
Imagine. According to a recent order
of the wnr department some officer
is to be detailed to inspect the soldiery of each state and territory In
the country, and to make reports upon
the conditions of each company to
1 26
secretary at Washington. The Inthe
1S2TA
spection tonight by Captain G. V. H.
37 '.a Moselev. Fifth cavalry, stationed at
Ht
Fort Wlngate. and Adjutant General
ftliVi A. P. Tarklngton. of Santa Fe, will
100
be the first Inspection of the local
f.9
troops under the new act.
1754
The staff officers of the regiment
Sr
the
and the officers commanding
2"
band, and companies E and tl, have
117
Inspection for
this
preparing
for
been
7S
some time, and If a favorable Impres-- 3
sion Is not made before the visiting
2
officers tonight It will not be the
X fault of the men.
133
Captain Moseley and General Tark38 Vd lngton arrived here last night and
IZTi
this morning they were shown about
1084 the city by the local officers.
22

New York stocks.
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Hapld Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Heading com
Hock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway
Union Pacific ..;

PASO

I.IK

rs

The following Quotation were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.i

Uc.v.

The mysterious Billy Smith is no
longer a deputy United States marshal. United States Marshnl Foraker
has lost a valuable man. Billy Smith
hnu trnnnforrftH bill II leeiuflce to the
cltv government of El l'aso. He will
wear a patrolman's badge on the El
rno.t nolle, force find in him that
city will find an able custodian of the
law and the crooks a vital eremy.
Constable James Smith has been
appointed to till the vacancy caused
Via r,tuli!it(oti of
Htr
lHllv" ntid in
James the marshal's office will find
another able officer. The latter has
ben an offer of the law in Albuquerque, in one department or another kIiii'p the fliccnlion of the CitV
government. Mr. James Smith takes
up the duties of his new oftice May
nas aireauy uegun nix.
1. and "Hilly

first money In the second of the cow
boys' roping contests, his time being
twenty-si- x
seconds, or
of a second better than the best time
of the first day. says the Douglas In
ternationalist-AmericaThe Glenn
boys, of Douglas, were again In the
limelight. Will Glenn finishing second
with :34. John Glenn tlelng with
Joe Gardner for third with :37. and
"Babe" Glenn finishing with :58.
Records of the other ropers sre-- as
follows:
John Talk. 2:00 V,
Ed. Echols, :58.
Neb McMahnn, :4!.
Bert Yost, 1:1714.
Tom Johnson, 1:31.
The sport at Lincoln park Monday
was f ir better than that of the day
Everything seemed to break
before.
belter for the ropers, and but four of
those who entered failed to get their
steers In less than one minute. The
attendance was again large.

MARKETS

TELEGRAPHIC

TO OPEN AT EL

SMITH

go-car-

PARADE TONICHT

LECTURES TONIGHT
David Beaton. D. D., of th
Llncolm Park Congregational church
111., and who is also a
Chicago,
of
lecturer on literary topics in the Uni
versity of Chicago, arrived here on
train No. 9 this morning. The doctor
is on a Bight seeing tour and will
leave during the early part of next
week for Deming and the Grand
Canyon of Arizona.
In anticipation of Dr. Beaton's vig'
It an active program has been ar
ranged for him. Tonight and tomorrow night he will lecture in the ConBible and
gregational church
the Church, and "Social and I'otit- ical Life." On Sunday he will oc
up the pulpit of the church at
both morning anil evening services
and on Monday he will address the
students of the University of NewMexico.
Tomorrow morning he will
made a short address before the Cen
tral high school.
Dr. Beaton is also a correspondent
for a number of papers and will upon
hlR return give his eastern newspaper audience his impressions of this
portion of the country.
"Doan's Ointment cured me of ec
zema that had annoyed me a long
time. The cure was permanent.
Hon. W. W. .Matthews. Commissioner
Iibor MtatiHtics, Augusta, Me.

Cluy McGouigall came into his own

at Lincoln park Monday and took the
three-quarte-

ts

over 40 styles to select
from. Our special offer for this week. No.
t,
steel frame
900
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Brewster green, 8

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE
A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

DEALER IN NATIVE

3
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
thd longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always in stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
F1KST STItr.ET AM) COAL AVi:. ALIll'tVKKQl E. NEW MKX.

SHEIUVIN-WILLIAM-

Highland Livery

f

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Saddle horses a specialty. I!et
drivers in the city.
Proprietors of
"Sadie," iho picnic wagon.
COLOMBO HALL OANCINGIOTCl
IttlllllMUlU ItlMK
112 John sirei't
I'lionc
lilies Fru

.".

TIU ItsDW. Ai'ltll. II, IIM7.

Georgia's Idea of
Race Problem

HAPPIEST WOMEN IN THE WORLD
(Krtnsn City Stnr.
The happiest woman In he- world!
!Whpr In she to he found? America
prondly lays t'luim to possessing the
most lifiuitiful nnd Intcllpctinil of wo-- j
mrn. France points to the
irlvarlty and daintiness of her gentle
ex, KnglniHl lionsts the Kritlsh matron, and so It goes: earh nation patriotically holds Its head aloft In the
Instalment that in all the world "our
women" lead nil others In this paror that particular characteristic,
ticular virtue. Every land thut lionsts
a, flag extols the virtue of Its women
folk. Hut the happiest of women!
.Where are they to he found?
traveler,
TVmetra Yaku Hrown.
student, authoress and wife of the
twited litterateur mid editor. Kenneth
ltron, nays the happiest women in
all the world abide In Turkey the
land of flowers and dreams, where
love Is all In all. the land where the
life of peace, the thought of purity,
and (he appreciation of all that is
beautiful In nature, has found,
its highest development the
land of the "unspeakable Turk."
A Woman's Answer.
"How ailly." said Mrs. Hrown when
nhe heard the axiomatic characterization. "How shallow how little Is
known of Turkey and its customs
you suppose the women of the harem
are unhappy they are the happiest
women in the world. I have talked
and lived with the wives of Selim
four In all, and discussed the
laha,
ery problems that arise at once in
the American mind as soon as this
question of the Turkish harem Is
mooted they have told me their
stories, their hopes, their fears and
they are happy, very, very happy. I
have lived In other Turkish households, and everywhere I have found
that happiness Is the rule, not the
exception. In America I have lived
ten years, and I have seen two happy
American women. They were happy
because their husbands were passionately In love with them. Women's happiness depends on love, you
know, and on love alone."
"Bui. Mrs. Urown." I asked, "would
you be happy with a quarter of a hus-

1

spU-tnll- 'l

per-hap- s,

band?"
"Show me." she replied, "the woman who has the whole of a husband."
She pursed her pretty mouth and
brought Into play a small array of
tiny wrinkles that furrowed up her
dainty forehead when I asked if she
thought the Turkish mode of life
would bring happiness in the United
States. She seemed at a loss for an
answer.
She shrugged
her little
shoulders. And shook her head with
half a "yes" and half a "no," and
then she sighed rather than said:
"Perhaps not no perhaps not but
what does that mean? you don i understand It Is the point of view, .the
mental process from which their
springs. Perhaps you must
understand the religion of the Turkhnp-pine-

ss

ish woman to conceive why she Is
happy even then It may be difficult.
It should be explained."
Has Lived In the llarcin.
I was anxious to hear the explanation, and especially from such a
source. For, Mrs. Brown Is a woman
of superior Intellect and with great
power of observation and analysis,
She has lived as a guest in the narem.
tthe has mingled In the closest relationship with the highest types of
Turkish wives. She has heard their
secrets, listened to their heart stories,
and spent years In closest communion
with the most Intellectual and lovable
of these flowers of Allah. If she
said these women were the happiest
women In all the world, surely there
roust be some reason for it.
) "Remember,"
she said, in warning.
I do not Indorse the harem; neither
do I condemn it. I do not give an
1 .simply tell yon what I
opinion.
have seen what I know that the
are equally as Intelliwomen
Turkish
gent as the American women, indeed
many of them far more so, and that
happiness, great happiness, is the invariable rule. In the articles I have
written that are appearing in Apple-ton'- s
Magazine, I express no personal
opinion. I Just relate exact conversations as they took place, and set
down happenings of fact. From these
pictures of harem life, those who run
may read.
"You must Judge for yourself
whether It is best to have four wives
or one," she added, with a charming
touch of humor.
of Motherhood.
A hundred questions arose In my
mind. What of divorce what of Intrigue what of the future generation
what of this horrifying system of
selling women Into slavery what of
the vile pestilential storm of Immorality that must result from a system
that permits a man having as many
wives as he may choose to buy- what of the passions aroused in
rivalry for the love of man, the
hatred, the revenge, the Jealousy, the
crime, and so on ad infinitum. But
the first sentence of this charming
traveler's story checked the flood of
s

thought at once.
"You see." she said, "the child Is
the most sacred thing in Turkey.
The birth of a child immediately
sanctifies marriage it Is the law.
The bearer of the first child is the
lirst wife. There Is no sui h thing

in Turkey as the Illegitimacy of chilWoman's holy mission Is to
dren.
become a mother this Is the will and
the law of Allah; Nothing is so
tweet, so glorifying to the Turkish
woman as the thought of motherhood.
And only those women are Ignored
who fall to reproduce the'r kind.
There Is no race suicide lr Turkey.
The holy thought of motherhood Is
the perfect state there."
"Some one once Bald," I remembered. "I forget Just whom, and It
does not matter, that, after all, the
Stoics were stoics, but where in all
Christendom do you find a Chris-

tian?"

Happiness of Slavery.

"True." said Mrs. Brown, "true. It
might be said of Turkev. The Turk
ish religion has done much belter for
the Turks than the Christian religion

ins aoue xor ine i nrisinin. Then ou
ee mim cnuoreu are sunt at once
i

im: roit uu: iimhiu,

let the following from un
good
prescription
pharmacy
and mix by shaking well in a
bottle:
Fluid Extract
ounce; Compound
Kargin, one ounce; Compound
Syrup of Surtsaparlllu, three
ounces.
Take u teuspoonf ul
of this mixture after each meal
and again at bedtime.
Duudi-llon-one-hu- lf

Tills
hurmless
Vegetable
Prescription, while simple, In- -'
expensive and easily prepared
it home, is said to take fro.u
the blood and system ull Impurities, acids and decomposed
waste matter, restoring even
the most impure blood to Us
full health und richness.
If
few doses ure taken occasionally it will muke you feel well
und hearty during the entire
seaM'ti. Try it, anyway.

Into slavery, so

the question of expense plays little part in the bringing
of large families Into the world."
Th remark seemed horrifying. Hut
tne explanation placed It in a
light.
"You see." continued the speaker,
"slavery Is not slavery
voi un
lerstancl it. n carries with It no
The slaves nre practically
the equals of their mistresses. Frequently they marry the same
They perform their duties,
which are very light, and then they
Ml at the feet of their mistresses and
perfect comtil once they arc In
together, they
munion. They sew
talk together on terms of equality.
And they have ery Utile to do. No
slave works more than four hours a
day. And the work Is so easy. The
houses are not filled with a lot of unnecessary furniture.
The Honrs are
covered with rugs possibly there Is
a table, nnd two or three divans
that Is all."
The Duty or (lie llirli.
"And their education?" I asked.
"They are all educated. Ignorance
Is a disgrace to the rich.
If a man
have four sons then he must take
three of the sons of the poor and
Kach
educate them with his own.
man hi his sphere must help his poor
er neighbor. The hoarding of vast
fortunes is impossible. You eee a
man must buy n wife for his son.
This usually Is done when the boy
Is 17 or Ix.
L'sually, except among
the very high personages he buys a
slave you must remember there is no
stigma In slavery. There is no caste.
price becomes the
The purchase
dowry of the wife, and no one can
take It from her. As a matter of fact
slaves In Turkey are far more free
than women in America.
"Later In life a man may purchase
as many wives as he chooses.
Four
is the usual number, though lately
many Turks have no more than one
on account of the great expense. You
see if one wife has two servants so
must the others.
Then they don't
live In the same house as the husband, so the expense of a large household Is very heavy.
"I suppose all this seems quite
strange, but you know the Turkish
woman does not think it wrong In
man that he loves another woman.
It Is that Allah has made him that
way.
One of the wives of Selim
Pasha, Djlmlah, a sweet and lovable
creature, talked quite confidentially
to me of this subject one day in her
apartment. She loved her husband
with a deep and abiding love that
knew no doubt.
Tim Philosophy of Djiiulali.
"There Is no rush, no bustle. Time
to the Turk Is a limitless quantity
from which he can take as much as
he pleases and leave as much as he
pleases. He differs widely In every
way and In every thought from the
Kuropean. He has abolished entirely
the spirit of restlessness. And so has
the Turkish woman. So they love
their lives. What you conceive to be
confinement forms their great happiness."
"Hut their amusements?"
"The bath then sometimes they go
to the cemetery for a picnic possibly
an ox drive In the afternoon."
"And don't these rather exciting
diversions lead to flirtation?" I suggested.
up her little
Mrs. Brown pursed
mouth again and nodded her head.
"But you see a Turkish flirt has all
the best of It. She may flirt, but a
man may not flirt back. This phase
of the life is very amusing. A great
number of pretty women taking an
ox drive may get possessed of the
spirit of teasing, and when they do
they will laugh and throw flowers at
the man In question. They they gaze
with their great soft eyes at him as
he walks along.
But he may not
notice this. He may not even look at
them. If he does some one on the
street Is sure to stop and reprimand
him.
That Curse- of Itlvalry.
"There Is a oca tit mi I simplicity in
the Turkish woman. They are completely honest. They will discuss with
perfect candor the physical failings of
the other. There is no spirit of Jealousy.
Fancy uu American woman
saying to her friend: 'Is It not too
bad that your nose Is turned up at
the end?" and another American woman answering: 'Yes, It Is; you see
that is why I dress my hair so; don't
you think that makes my nose look
better?
This often happens in Turkey and 'yes' or 'no' might be the an
swer. I think it Is this simplicity that
niukes greatly for the happiness of
he Turkish women. American women und European women are competitive. They are always vielng
with each other for the favor of a
man. Women talking together are
related. Let a man enter the room
aim both are changed Instantly. The
afttctlons may play no part.
But
tr.ch woman wants the attention of
man.
She
the
desires to outdistance
her rival the Turkish women have
no rivals. It Is this strain, this artificiality that makes the American
women us a class so boresonie. Always they are competing.
Always
they ure trying to impress you with
their knowledge, and no matter how
much knowledge they have they are
always craving for more.
The American Sluvc.
"The American woman is u slave
iii every Be tine of the word.
She is
the slave of fashion If her neighbor
has two maids then she must have
three she Is the slave of convention
she claims herself by her spirit of
unrest, her grasping for more. No
mutter what she Is, or what she has,
she is still unsatisfied; she always
thinks there are other worlds to conquer and to gain. I know the French
woman, I know the (ireek woman, I
know the English woman, I know the
American woman, and I know the
Turkish woman, and of all, the Turk
ish woman is by far the happiest.
Why, may be an unanswerable ques
tion. And she is intellectual.
It is
not the happiness of ignorance. Of
course. I know American women who
are perfectly charming und delightful md lovable, but as a class they
are dreadfully tiresome and woefully
unhappy. They ure intellectual bugbears."
illf-fiit-

.

litis-ban-

FOK TWO ADOBE
lU'ILDINGS. Deportment of the In
terlor. Otllce of Indian Affairs, Wash'
Ingtoii,
D.
C, March 19, 1907
SCALED PROPOSALS, plainly mark
ed on the outside of the envelope,
"Proposals for Day School Buildings.
santa r e, New Mexico, and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
Washington. D. C. will be re
ceived at the Indian Otllce until two
o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1907, for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a day school
building and employes' quarters both
of adobe at the San Ildefonso day
school. New Mexico, In strict accordance with plans, specifications and
Instructions to bidders which mav be
examined at this otllce, the ollices of
The Citizen," Albuquerque. N. M
and the "New Mexican," Santa Fe,
N. M.; the Builders' und Traders' Exchanges at Omaha. Neb., St. Paul,
Minn., ana Minneapolis, Minn.; North
western Manufacturers' Association,
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
Warehouse at Chicago, III., St. LouU.
Mo., Omaha, Neb., and New York, N.
, and with
Clinton J. Crandall
aupt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.,
to whom application should be male
for further Information. C. F. LA li
lt A lil'.I., Acting Cominissionei .
1'KOl'OSALS

s,

BIGGEST WOMAN IN THE WORLD

(From Chattanooga Times.)
The movement inaugurated in Atlanta by n organization of citizens
calling themselves the "Christian
league." of which cx-- t lovcrnor Northern Is the Held agent, appears to be
misunderstood In various quarters. It
is true that the movement has for lis
object the solution of the race problemregarded by every serious mail
hut. not In
as h serious undertaking
the way some of our southern contemporaries think.
There is to be
no legislation uskeil for; nor attempted forcing of public sentiment lo
lines of procedure, but the
whole success of the plan lies In an
appeal to the humanity of the people
It
ami their benevolent Instincts.
Is not contemplated to work through
otliciai commissioners or to set In operation lixed anil arbitrary rules, but
to appeal not only to reason but to
of ill'?
the hearts anil sympathies
whole people.
Mr. Northern has made a canvass
of the state In behalf of the league
and In i report recently published In
the Atlanta Constitution he declares
that he found everywhere complete
Tho
readiness for the crusade.
method employed Is lo enlist white
men and women all oer the rtate In
behalf of enforcement of law and
against the rule of the mob.
These
men and women Join in assuring the
negroes of an absolutely square deal
anil the . enjoyment
of his lawful
lights.
On the ether hand the negro
agree
to abandon his habits of
must
idleness: to refrain from those prac
tices that lead to vices and to crime
and to Join with the whites In an ef
fort to enforce the law especially
against the rapist and murderer.
The aim of this organiaztlon Is lo
the
leach (11 the responsibility
whites are under to guarantee the
negro a square deal, and (2) to con
vince the negro that his status among
his white fellow citizens will be alto
gether what he himself makes It. In
other words It is a campaign of mu
tual understanding In which the religious sentiment of both races is to
be made to play the winning part.
Men of both races are to be won over
to the Idea that the religion they profess demands of them the perform
ance of certain duties relative to their
neighbors of different color and social
degrees they cannot avoid and that
these duties are Just ns imperative as
any other, civil or religious.
The movement appears lo us to lie
both practical and sane. It comes
along naturally with the developments of the times and Is in all respects civilizing and benefirient In Its
It recognizes
Intents and purposes.
a distinct and Insuperable race distinction, to be sure, an idea William
Lloyd Garrison would call
and Irrational, but which must
remain for years to come as an essential feature of any movement In
augurated for the amelioration of the
negro's condition In the south, or
g
which may be instituted for the
of society and the promotion
of a friendly relationship between the
two races fate seems determined are
to live and work together.
It Is a
propaganda of persuasive Christian
ity and if It doesn't work after faithful und honest experiment and trial,
then the case would seem to be hopewell-bein-

less.
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For many yenrs the manufacture
turpentine has
possible by
the use of steam retorts, but results
were not sufficient to make the operations
a financial success. The
great difficulty lay In the treatment
of the wood by fire, or destructive
distillation, which Is necessary to obtain the tar and creosote materials.
It Is in this latter method that the
Puget Sound Wood Products company of Seattle. Washington, will
revolutionize
the manufacture of
By the system used
such materials.
It is possible to extract every component part of the wood, leaving behind only a chemically cure char
coal, and yet do no damage to the
retorts by the intense heat necessary
for the operation.
When the company was organized
In Seattle the chamber of commerce
was approached in an effort to obtain the aid of that body in securing
a site for the factory necessary for
the enterprise.
At the same time
the organizu foiy was requested .o
send a committee to Victoria to Investigate the experimental plant In
that city, witness a run made of a
certain amount of wood and certify
that the company was capable of
carrying out the promises made as
to the quantity
of products that
could be extracted from each cord

Civil Service Examination.
Santa Fe. N. M., April 11. The lo
cal civil service board, consisting of
tile postofllce. II. J. Crlehlon, mail
carrier, and Charles Parsons, clerk in
tlie office, was in session today hold
ing un examination of applicants for

the appointment of deputy Internal
revenue collector for New Mexico and
Arizona.
The examination was held
at the federal building from 9 o'clock
in the morning until 1 o clock that
afternoon. Among the applicants examined were A. J. Loomls, who had
held the position as deputy internal
revenue collector for a number of
years; D.
. Lusk, on
the editorial
staff of the New- - Mexican; Frank C.
Crandall, who holds the position at
present and Frank Plnmtenux.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
Hager-ma- n
notaries public by inventor
4

:

llammi Sanchez, of Peiuisco. Taos
county: Jefferson D. Bell, of Koswell,
Chaves county.
Delegate to Medical Convention.
Dr. J. J. Shuler of Itaton was
by Governor Hugerinan yesterday as a delegate from New Mexico
to the council on medical education
to be held under the auspices of the
American Medical Association at Chicago on April 29.
Baby won't suffer five minutes witd
croup if you apply Dr. Thomas'
Oil at once.
It acts like
magic.
ie

BIG HORN TO BE

GOLD
Slierid.iu. Wyo.. April 11. Extenoperations
are
sive gold dredging
soon lo be undertaken by the Gold
I
Mining.
Milling
Standard
and til
piovement company in the rich placer
lacils along the Little Hig Horn river
In Sheridan county.
These lands In
addition to values in free gold running over tl to the cubic yard, carrying about three per cent of black
sand or magnetic iron. The company
In lo use an exclusive process for saving the gold values, ihe wet Hands
being run through a series of magnets which catch and discharge the
heavy magnetic Iron. The tallugs are
to be treated by cyaniding.
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With Amp's Means and Unsurpassed

Extends to Depositors Every Proper
New Accounts Capital, $159,000.

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

Accommodation,

and

0.

8oHctts

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J,
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.
.
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for the atchisox, topeka axd sata fe rt.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUKKQUr, NEW MEXICO
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

Praafatoat

M. W. FLOTJRNOY

Vic. Prwfctent
CUbiar

FRANK McKKE
R. A. FROST
H.

r.

Aaalatant

RAYNOLDS

CUUn

Director

ts. m.
oiTomr
Authorised Capital
tBOO.OOt.aa
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
250.00o!w
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka
Pe
Railway Compaay
Saata

STRICTLY PRIVATE

high-grad-

We solicit your banking

business; and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

$tate National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE
& &
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CARNEGIE'S

EQUALITY NIGHT

Mr. and
Mrs.
Andrew Carnegie
were at home recently to about 30U
bankers,
teamsters.
lawyers, stonecutters, capitalists, carpenters, clergymen, bricklayers, publicists and other artisans. It all came
oil at the magnificent Carenlgle home
at Ninety-firstreet and Fifth avenue and Its name was un "International Peace Evening" under the au
spices of the National Civic Federation.
The guests were invited for 8:15
o'clock und as the talking did not
begin until nearly 9 o'clock, they had
opportunity to wander through
the
spacious rooms of the house and admire what they saw. The distributing point for the arrivals was the
great hall. Thence they passed Into
the drawing room, where Mr. and
Mrs. Carnegie
and Miss Whitfield.
Mrs. Carnegie's sister, were waiting
to receive them.
Balph M. Easley,
who knows everybody In the camps
of both employers and employees,
was there to see that all hands were
properly identified.
A lew of tin- - font rusts.
The big rooms were full of contrasts which will perhaps be made
evident by the" mere recital of a few
lines.
But all mixed generully and
one would have thought all were social equals Among the contrast seen
were Charles M. Schwab,
and Daniel J. O'Keefe.
president of the International Long
shoremen s union; Leslie M. Shaw.
exsec.retary of the treasury. and
Itober.t J. Uiddell
of the Double
Drum Holsters; George Haven Putnam, publisher, and William J. Skinner of the Stonecutters' union; the
Itev. Dr. Lyman Abbott and Henry
Kossow
of the Bartenders' union:
John D. Orimmins, traction king, und
Michael Brayer of the Clothes Spong- s,

st

j
j

j

Wholesale Grocers

its' union; Woodbury Latxgdon,
capitalist,
and Ed Gould of the
Teumsters' union; Thomas M. Mulry,
bunker and
Thomas
Uock of the Pavers' union; W. C.
Brown, vice president of the New
York Central, and Edward Hannah
of the Blue Stonecutters' union.
Sut in Rows of Gilt Chairs.
It wus H. H. Vreeland who shouted
a few moments before 9 o clock
"Now, please vacate the hall so that
the chairs can be placed." Then he
added from force of habit:
"Step
lively, please."
Accordingly everybody stepped lively. How after row
of little gilt chairs were arangnd and
the guests took their seats.
Then Mr. Carnegie Jumped upon a
couch that stood by the tall chime
clock and called the guests to order.
Archbishop Farley and Manager
had come in u few minutes be
fore and they occupied chairs beside
tinorgan. Just beside the
p
sat Seth Low, while Mr. Belmont perched himself upon the organ bench. A little to one side stood
T. V. I'nwdeiiy, the old labor leader.
John Mitchell was not fur away.
Mr. Carnegie first welcomed those
present as his guests in the name of
Mrs. Carnegie ami himself. He said
that he thought il peculiarly appropriate to have an industrial peace
evening so soon before the great
peace conference.
Andrew Hail Ills .lokc.
"It is something that we will remember all cur lives." he said, "and
it is another Instance that I shall
look
back to in after years utter
I become
an old man."
Then he Mulled
and everybody
laughed and Mr. Belmont took the
couch, while Mr. Carnegie climbed
upon the organ bench and sat there
swinging his feet.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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of flooring, ceilingr, wainscoting, partition and other lumber in hard and
soft woods, shingles, lath, etc., isn't
always that marked at the lowest figures. But when it comes to counting
up the cost for two or three
years at
a stretch, we guarantee thHt you'll
agree with us that ours Is the best line
of lumber in thla vicinity.
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CO.

Corner Third and Marquettm
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OLD RELIABLE."
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largvst and Most Exclusive Stock of StaDle Groceries In
In the Southwest.
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
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of priceless value to all women seat free. Address
BMOriCLO REGULATOR CO., Atlar
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Tne Best Line

La-vel- le

Is the joy of the household, for without
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babe!
Angels smile at and commend the
thoughts and nspirutions of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother must pass, however, is 60 full of danger and suflerinn that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
"Pneumonia's Deadly Work
had so seriously affected my right the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
lung." writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Itural Houte I, Georgetown, Tenn., Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child,
"that I coughed continuously night birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
and day and the nelghobrs' predicliniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
tion consumption
seined inevitable,
until niy husband brought home a the parts, ana assists nature in
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery, its sublime work, liy its aid
which in my case proved to be the thousands of women have
only real cough cure and restorer of
weak, sore lungs." When all other passed this great crisis in perremedies utterly fail, you may still fect safety and without pain.
win in the battle against lung and
throat troubles with New Discovery, Sold at fl.oo per bottle by druggists Onr book
by
the real cure. GuuranteeJ
druggists. 00c and f 1 0 J Trial
tle free.
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DREDGED TOR

INTEREST

was noted carefully, from the chip
ping or me wood lo tne final distillation of the products obtained from
the steam nnd fire retorts In which
the wood was placed after having
been measured by the witnesses.
From One Cotil of Wood.
The first treatment consisted of
passing superheated
steam through
the chipped wood to obtain the basis
turpentine.
for the
The chips after
this process were placed In a fire retort and reduced to charcoal, the
other products passing off in the
firm of gas. which, being condensed,
furnished the basis Tor the tar nnd
creosoting materials.
The two liquids thus obtained were distilled and
the following final products obtained ns a result of the test with one
cord of wood:
7.85 gallons pure turpentine.
17.14 gallons second-grad- e
turpentine, or wood spirits of naphtha.
KS gallons of
e
tar.
1 3 8.S6
gallons of pyrnligneous acid.
8X(I pounds, 65 bushels, chemically
pure charcoal.
In speaking of the tests upon his
return to Seattle Kittinger said he
is absolutely convinced of the fairness of the test all the way through
nid that the products were obtained
from the orlgtnul cord of wood.
"I am," he said, "sure that the
products mentioned In the foregoing
statement were all obtained without
the use of any foreign agents and
are the result of the process perfected by Calkins. There is no doubt
the establishment of plants for the
use of this process will mean great
things for Puget Sound and will convert Into valuable commodities vast
quantities of what his hitherto been
considered only a waste product of
tlie great timber fields of this section of the country'--

of

NEW MEXICO

capital Kid surplus, $100,000

MAKES MONEY OUT OF WASTE

aMth
tills request,
George B. Kittinger,
representing
the chamber of commerce committee
on manufactures and a representa-lv- ;
of the Times spent several dayt
last week in Victoria witnessing a
ttial run of the plant made under
their personal supervision by Manager Calkins. . The test was made
with ac ord of ordinary fire wood obtained from a wood yard near the
every phase of the run
I hint, and

Notaries Public Appointed
Dr. J. J. Shuler Appointed
Delegate to Convention.

ALBUQUERQUE

cos-tum- p;

of wood.
In accordance

AGAIN

LITTLE

The giantess Is now twenty-seve- n
years old still marriageable.
Every
morning she tours the city In a huge
motor car with her sister, each wearing the typical Swiss peasant
the tall hat. It may be noted,
coming In quite appropriately for London style.
The giantess lives on cerals. fruit
nnd vegetables, eats little meat, dislikes beer nnd drinks wine In very
She is, In fact,
moderate quantity.
almost a Vegetarian, and as such It
may be guessed that her example will
cause a boom in heavy meat diet If
anything will. She has a very deep
voice which sounds exactly like a
man's. And what hands! "What
size do you take In gloves?" asked an
indiscreet visitor. "No. 14." replied
her manager, but Marledl blurted
out. "I've never worn gloves."
She has little of the "eternal feminine" about her but she Is not a
"suffragette."
Like the giants of
story-boo- k
land she is "very fond of
children," but In quite a different
way. She loves them, nnd knits pretty and serviceable
underwear
for
them as a hobby.
satisfying
After
Londoners' cutios-ll- y
and a short tour of the provincial
cities, the giantess plans to visit
America.
During her recent visit to Berlin,
Marledl is said to have received an
effer of marriage from a wealthy
Colorado cattle raiser who wrote that
he was "Just her size."
His name
was Hlgglns. but Marledl declined
to become Mrs .Hlgglns because Colorado was too far away from her
Tyrolese home.
Another suitor has turned up in
London and has caused considerable
disturbance at the stage door In an
efiort to see the giantess.
But she
Is very shy and the police have been
Instructed to keep the stranger at a
proper distance.

On u secluded little farm In the
picturesque mountains of the Tyrol
there recently was diovered a young
I easaut
woman of truly enormous
size.
Even among her own people,
who nre generally of large stature,
she was regarded as a most wonderful
prodigy of human magnitude. From
her !iil to 16th years the girl had
grown nt a terrific rule and then stopped with a record of K feet In height
and 343 pounds In weight. Although
an object of great local wonder the
woman Jived on quietly, quite unknown to the outside world. Someone finally Induced her to leave her
happy home und exhibit herself in
the surrounding villages, and later
In Germany.
Her success In this way
encouraged her to start on a world
tour, and she has hi gun with a visit
to the British metro oils.
Her name Is Marie Fassunnuer. but
she is known on th stage as "Ma-rled- l.
the biggest woman who ever
lived," and it does not seem IIK.c'y
that anyone will venture to dispute
her claim. They do not measure her
or weigh her when she appears twice
a day nl the Hippodrome in Iondon.
but one sight of her Is enough to
convince anyone that the official figures can scarcely he exaggerated. Accompanied by her lister, who Is of
only normal slze,( Mwiedl walks Into
Ihe arena and round the stalls in a
somewhat bashful demeanor natural
for a peasant's first appearance In
London and exhibits herself to the
audience.
Although not handsome, the giantess Is
possessing a more
intelligent face than usually falls to
the lot of the giant r ice. She smiles
pleasantly enough at the surprise
which her apearance excites, and her
younger sister seems positively delighted to find herself walkng about
with the tallest woman In the world.
good-lookin-
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EVENING

SECRETS
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Are You on the Lookout

For Summer Comfort?
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7'S HERE GALORE!

BOODLERS

Ilongots Are Head Hunters St. Louis Grafter will Write
Book on How They Got
Never Subdued by Civilizathe Money.
tion or Christianity.

ESSi We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

lilii

Rubber Strip Around Doors
makes it air Hunt. Just a few
of the many features of the
Baldwin Jtefrlnerator ask us
10.
Jefferson City, Mo., April
There is one warlike tribe In the
about the others. It's a pleas- Philippines
"Whistling Julius" Lohman, a St.
that has stubbornly
- ure to show them.
In
the
Louis
boodler
penitentiary
to
become
fused for centuries
by the Christ-ta- n here, sat down today and wrote these
or
assimilated
tracted
W. V. Frutulle Furniture Co.
lines:
Inhabitants.
"While I am In Jail, without nny
Pnone 376
These people are known as the Il
Cot. Coal and 2nd
ongots and are found In the mount ball, I Just work my noodle. In writains near Italer. says the Manila ing a book on boodle."
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
of
Lohman Informed the ofiU-erIf the present American. This tribe comes within
could be maintained.
figures are put Into effect the time the Jurisdiction of Tayabas. and ac- the prison today, after exhibiting his
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we canof the fastest train from Chicago to cording to tlovernor Quezon's report poetic product, that he was preparing
Los Angeles will be lengthened from there Is one section north of Dagcan data for a book which he would pubnot show in a style to please you. Come, see.
seventy-on- e
hours and five minutes to Inhabited by these people where no lish shortly after his release from the
seventy-tw- o
hours; to San Francisco, Christian him ever penetrated and prison, June 15. The hook, he says,
and one half hours to where the sovrelgnty of Spain or will be a true and complete account
from sixty-nin- e
seventy-tw- o;
from Chicago to Denver, the I'nlted States has never been ac of "30 years of boodling In St. Louis."
Washington
He says he will give names, facts,
and one half hours knowledged. Gov. Queson says:
from twenty-seve- n
figures, times and places of all boodfrom Chicago to the
to thirty-twThe Ilingots are found only In the ling
Fashioned Apparel
that occurred In St. Louis during
Missouri river, from thirteen hours mountains of Baler, from Dlpaculan,
Fine Clothing and Furnishings.
Vmc wasmimton ee.
period.
The
book
title
of
e
that
his
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fourteen Dlarabasln. and Dlnndlanan to
and
tm
cw
I
will
"Why
quit
Have
Iloodling."
be
thirty
minutes.
and
hours
towards the north, and from the
Julius was greatly pleased to learn
The main Increases are between mountains of San Jose de Caslgran
Chicago and Denver, where the time as far as Pantabngan mid arranga- - that he would be released J line 15, as
S200 REWARD.
The Price of Health.
he
had served less than three years
has been maintained fairly well. It lan toward the west.
"The price of health in a malarious
of a seven years' sentence. His spare
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always
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a
ferocious
cents;
Is
25
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cost
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of a
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ia liiwrmwii ana would now
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills," Umo Pettlne, the murderer of Benedown notes and bits of rhyme
ftbont Urn wonderful
if there Is no further disagreement kill the Inhabitants of every other writing
writes Ella Slayton, of Noland. Ark. detto Berardlnelll. Crime was cosa-- .
touching boodle matters In St Iouls
MARVEL WhirlinoSpray
It will probably be May 1.
settlement.
Xew Life Pills cleanse gently and Im- mltted In Albuquerque Monday, Feb
clMal Syrian.
and expressing Joy over his near reThirty-on- e
Roads and 15.000
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SEALED PROroad the firemen are working under mutches closely old Java and Mocha March 23. 1907.
ao-on the outA
an agreement which does not expire "offee.
If your stomach, heart, or POSALS, plainly marked
iff
VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
for a year, and they did not take part kidneys can't stand coffee drinking, side of the envelope, "Proposals for
ifWIUVAUKEE.
Provisions, Hay,
In
Groceries,
Dealers
in the conference.
tty Health Coffee. It is wholesome, Kuildings, etc.. Albuquerque, New
to the Com
Grain and Fuel.
nourishing end satisfying.
It's nice Mexico," and addressed
M'::v.,
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
ItKASOX WHY SANTA I T.
veil for the youngest child. Sold by missioner of Indian Affairs, WashingThin icliifc
ton. D. ., will be received at the InKAHN1XUS Alii: IHX'KKASINt;. C. X. Rrlngham.
and Cigars. Place your order to
BA)wao
the
Soma Oeod 01d"Bla.tz'
o.
dian Otlice until two o'clock p. tn. of
The
la explaining the decrease in th-a this line with us.
defurnishing
April 30, 107, for
and
To Chicken Feuter.
earnings of the Atchison, Topeka
Kalo by STKRX, SC1ILOSS
lor
CO.,
Albuquerque,
NORTH THIHD ST.
Mexico.
New
necessary
and
livering
the
materials
Mausard's Mills are selling good
Santa Fe Railway company for Feb
LINE"
"SHORT
comto
required
and
construct
labor
V.
H.
ruaxy,
Jansen. the fourth vice wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
plete a dormitory and a mess hall,
o
prewident of the company, has this to
THIRD
to the mining camps of Colorado,
both of brick, with plumbing, steam
Kitten by a Spider.
say:
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Through blood poisoning caused by heat and electric light; also a lank
M
"Our decrease for February
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
more than accounted for by the oper a spider bite, John Washington, of and tower and an extension of ttu
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
Tex., would have lost his electric lighting system, all In strict
atlng charges attached to improve liosqueville.
leg, which became a mass of running accordance with plans, specifications
the
While the agitation sores,
meat work.
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt
had he not been persuaded to and Instructions to bidders, which
against railroads has brought about
Steam Sausage Factory.
try
liucklin's Arnica Salve. He writes: may be examined at this ottlce, the
a generally bad condition, anil whil
RIO
DENVER &
GRANDE
EMIL KLIENWORT
we have found It necessary to sun "The first application relieved, and ntlices of the "Improvement Bulletin,"
Masonic Building, North Third
healed all the fioreaj" Minneanolls. Minn.: "American Con- pend some new railroad construction four boxes
RAILROAD
2:c at all drug- - tractor." Chicago, III.; "Citizen." Al
we had planned, we still think that Heals every sore.
buquerque, N. M ; "New Mexican,
conditions now prevailing In the long gists.
7.
through
fertile San Lula valthe
Santa Fe, X. M.; "Journal," Kansas
run the jeople of the country will noi
Our ROUGH DRY worK aon's have City.
ley; also to the San Juan country
Mo.;
St.
see injustice done to the railroads.
of Colorado.
"Our needs for additional facilities to be washed over. Imperial Laun- Louis. Mo.; Builders' and Traders'
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Kxchanges, St. Paul, Minn., Mlnneap
for the proper handling of business dry Co.
QUALITIES
OF
BEST
PRICES
RIGHT
NOTARY PUBLIC.
oils, Minn., Omaha, Neb.; Xorthwest- information as to rate,
For
are heavy, and we have authorized
Wliooplng Cough.
ern Manufacturers' Assn.. St. Paul.
large expenditures for Improvements
descriptive
service,
literature
train
I have used Chamberlain's
Room 12 and 14 Cromwell Block.
Cough ' Minn., 1'. S. Warehouses at Chicago.
These improv-ment- s
aad betterments.
address.
In my family in cases of 'ill.. St. Louis. Mr., Omaha. Nebr., and
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 111.
carry a charge of more than Remedy
S. K. HOOPER,
cough, and want to tell you New York, NT. Y., and at the school,
$1,600,000 in operating account. Such whooping
It
Is
that
apply to
the best medicine I have For further Information
my iis vour ROUGH DRY
a charge for February was approxi ever
General Passenger & Ticket Agent
used. YV. K. Gaston. Posco, Ga. Burton H. Custer. Supt.. Alhuquer-Thi- s
212 NORTH SECOND ST.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
inately $200,000. and such charges
Monday, and get It back Wednesday,
Colo.
remedy
Is
Denver,
sure.
K,
C.
LA
N.
safe
ami
Acting
For'nue.
ItUA
F.
HE
M..
Kill continue unless we lind it neces
I
Imperial Laundry Co.
j Commissioner,
sary to put a stop to much work we sale by all druggists.
planned.
have
"In our maintenance of equipment
chm-gefor the month was a sum ap
proximating $90,000, representing the
cost of strengthening, and thus In
creating, the carrying capacity of our
lighter weight box cars and eoaj cars
Theie two Items iuthiimi for the ill"
crease in net earnings, and this de
crease, when taken In (he light of the
coastant Increase we have been show
K
ing in our nt earnings Is not seri
1

Summer Suits at
$12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6

s
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STREET

Meat Market

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

"iilobe-Democrat-

A. SLEYSTER

TRY US;

,"

J. KORBER & CO.

i

toooccoooooco

s

ous.

"Operating conditions have beet
difficult because of the steadily in
creasing business offered, and as a
lesult of more or Ihhh congestion the
cost of handling (lie business ha.)
Hut these operating con
been high.
ditions are Improving, and there is
no reason to believe that there will
be any great shrinkage in the busl
ness we have been liailllng."

destructive lire occurred at Fay
Saturday afternoon, in
which the depot, a box car and part
of u water car was destroyed, the
foreman losing everything he possessedu. practically, says the Sliver City
Independent. The tire was seen from
the springs and news of It telegraphed
to hitewater, when
Conductor EH
treim and crew, with the engine, went
hurriedly to the scene of the tire, but
were too late to render any assistance.
it is not known how the tire nrlg!
n.ited, but It is supposed to have been
caused by a spark from a passing
engine. The foreman's family lost
beside all their household possessions
10 in money and about llimi worth
of groceries which were in the eoi
missai y.
A

mood Station

i i : i n
i. im s i i
K.sTi:u
siAiwi u time in I in: coast
Chicago, April 11. After nearly
iwu months of earnest endeavor, lhe
western railroad men have practically
decided upmi the new sebedules for
passenger trains between Chicago ami
the pacific coast and intei'ine'.iate
points. Schedules will not be length
ened out .us much as it was tlrt pro
posed, owing to the fact that
the
passenger men could not agree to have
upon
which
schedules
the trains tun
:

0
n
u
n
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Its Location

KKataeotoa4tCaC

COME

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST-IN118.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE

04044K40404a44
K4K44f444f44
A Railway Center

TO BELEN, N, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FAST
ALL
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL X
OVER THE MAIN LIVE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
MODERN HOTEL AND A
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASNEWSPAPER.
GOOD.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

S.

G

ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
;

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

?OtOaOao0OtOtOOtOtOtOOI0
C)a0C00OBVO000400

,01

Im-

Pres

WM. M. BERBER,

TWO-THIRD-

'
'
I

.

BECKER,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
v
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN-tMONEY
PURCHASE
nVR.THIRD
nr.i?na
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.

Sec'y

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
TOU a WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

WITH
WITH

000C404044
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VS.G3 EIGHT.

'ALBUQUERQUE

said a man leaning over the brass
railing of the car.
We are going

L.OCAT, AND

PERSONAL
lvTIII

U

I

OUTCAST.

I.
1'nrllj
Iicnver. Colo., Airll
Kriilay.
with
cloudy tonight anil
rhuwrm In oust ami north portion
portion.
Frlilav; colder !utli

Men's Low
SHOES

T11AIX ARRIVALS.
No.

x
4
I

No'

7
t

CITIZEN.

EVENING

9:4Ti p. ni.

back to Dunkirk, N. Y. Mr. Hlnmnn
Is the retired president of tho Brooks
Locomotive works. He lives In New
York In the summer nnd In California
In the winter."
The departure of the
train cut the Interview short.
Oil. I. K. H. Sellers, the successful
real estate man, who his been selling realty In Canyon City, Colo., the
past six months, s on his way home,
and Is expected to reach here tonight. His family accompanies him.
i'he colonel has completed his work
at Canyon City,
The members of the Albuquerque
Mandolin and Glee iliib are requested
to be present nt Show ell
studio Sumlay afternoon, dJ
photograph of the club is to be
taken. Director C. A. Wright sntd
this morning that the membership of
the club had lncreuutd to twenty-livAttorney K. W. I lobson received
word this morning that his mother
was very ill at Fori Madison, OHM.
and spent the grriner portion of today arranging his ilTairs so that huld depart for the sick bed tomor
years m
row.
Mrs. Oobsoii is
age, an age when most any kind of
Is
prove
fatal, and Mr.
likely to
Illness
Ifcihson Is feeling the greatest anx
Ketn-merer-

On time.
On time.
n time.
On time.

e

!

Kill Oxford

SI. TS to
2.50 to
Vclour Cnlf Oxfords
Tan Itusxla Cnlf Oxfords 2.50 to
3.00 to
I'atint Colt Oxfords
Cnn vim Oxfords
i

....

m

Keep busy until you
find the
We have Jnst opened np several lines of new Spring Rood
n want to call your attention. We have rcoc4ve4 more
which
of those famons

Star Furniture Co.
G.

NIRISKN

fner & Marx Suits

Hart-Sch- af

214 West Gold Avnue

In Uie new stiadc

of grey, tan anil fancy mlxtnpen. Be4 tm

rnrlli for tlie money

COAL

$20 to $28

Genuine American block, per
16.50
ton
$6.50
Cerrlllos Lump
18.B0
Anthracite Nnt
$9.00
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace

M.

l.

-

H, HAHN

John

CO.

B. Stetson

Hats

W. L. Douglas Shoes

thj

:.!

I

S.50

Hanan & Son's Fine Shoes

3.R0

...

IMf.

ARRIVALS!)

LATEST

Household Goods

Al'lllffl,

Roderick, of Unl. hi. arrived
here late Inst night.
Is In
W. 11. Stanley, of Santa
tin- city on a business trip.
Southwestern P.rewery Ai ice Com$9.50
si ics
The new Stet$on Derby $4.00
pany's bm k beer on tap tomorrow.
$8.00
Clean Gas Coke
I lock
Southwestern
lut r on tap.
The
new Tele$cope Soft Hat $4.00
WOOD.
ISrewery & Ice company, tomorrow.
Mill Wood, per load .... $2.25
Green
II. (V Fechtel. of Melrose, N. M
hail business In the city yesterday.
&
W.
iety.
Ariz...
William Flint, of Globe.
The W. C. T. V. will hold Its annual
stopped over In Albuquerque last meeting
Phones.
Both
and election of ottlcers to
not ncu'Msary to praise tliem. F.verylKHly known
night.
morrow afternoon nt 231), In the BapslaiMlanl of Uie workl.
U. .1. Watson, of Tonopab, Nev.. arI,ead
and
corner
parlors,
tist
church
a guest Broadway.
rived here this morning and
LADIES, ATTENTION!
The presence of every
at the Alvarado.
memlier Is desired, and all who have
K. O. Speake came in this morning been members, hen- or elsewhere, are
Mr. Joseph Morelll, direct from
from las Vegas and Is stopping at most cordially invited to attend and New York city, has arrived here and
A sociul
bring a friend.
the Sturges hotel.
hour will will hereafter be employed In my
Sold rrom the Atlantic to the Pud fir to the bent tradff. We sail
ami refrishments will be tailor shop.
Mr. Morelll Is an ex
ii. F. Hlgglnsnii arrived here last follow
nt eastern prices
guest
Is
pert on LADIES' TAILOR, MADE
a
served.
night from Winslow and
at the Alvarado.
Because he made an Indecent pro SUITS. Suits of any style and demade to order at reasonItreed your mare to the best trot posal to her. Miss Mllier, a waitress scription
able prices, and perfect satisfaction
m ployed at the Southern Hotel, slap
21!
ting stallion In New Mexico.
Also men's suits made
ped a young man In the face on South guaranteed.
I Topper avenue.
(Meaning, pressing and re
street yesterd iy afternoon. Then- to order.
All the novelties of Uie season, new designs and fabrics, popular
and grand' First complained
Mrs. Ada Morley-Jarrpairing
neatly
done.
to the police. Assistprices.
daughter, of Datll. are guests of Al she
an
MOKKLI.I.
J.
inves
Marshal Kenncly made
buquerque friends.
10:1 N. First St.
tigation of the case and rounded up
Drink niine of the celebrute'l three suspects. None of the men ar- &
com
Ice
Hrewery
Southwestern
Boys' oxfords made on the sime
csti il. however, proved to be the one
pany's bock beer tomorrow.
asts and as snappy as shoes for
wanted, and all were dismissed.
grown
up men. Patent Colt, Velour
exhtllratlng.
healthful
Delicious,
Defective wiring is given as the
and cooling Southwestern ltrewery cause of a fire which broke out on the Calf and Hussla Calf. Black or tan.
from J 1.00 to $2.00, ac
& Ice company's bock beer.
second floor of the Metropolitan hotel Prices range
to size and quality.. C. May's
J. II. O'Reilly, of the Occidental building at 430 yesterday afternoon. cording
store,
314
West Railroad avenue
damage. shoe
Life Insurance company, went to
and caused considerable
Vegas last night on business.
Several rooms of the second floor
Hock beer on tap. Ask for South were badly scorched and water-soa- k
western Brewery St Ice company z ed, and a large number of blankets
and curios of the Benham Indian
special.
company's store, which occu UfJ
Col. W. S. Hopewell returned to the Trading
pies the first floor, were badly dam
city lost night from a business trip to aged
by water which leaked through
Colorado points.
from above. A large number of sou
Mrs. Harry Johnson and children venir postal cards were destroyed by
returned yesterday from a month's the water.
visit to Ijos Angeles, Cal.
115-11- 7
Friends of Mr and Mrs. D. E
general superin Phillips will be sorry
K. M. Jiurgess,
to learn that
Tel. 74
Between Railroad nd Cepptr
tendent for the Colorado Telephone they are likely to lose
son
company. Is in the city from Denver The boy suffered several their
days with
Don't fall to get a glass of our bock what the parents thought was the
beer. It only lasts a little while, stomachache, but which has turned B2
Southwestern Brewery .i Ice com out to be appendicitis, and not until
pany.
the deceased had i t ached a very bad
Of all delicious drinks, bock beer stage was the real nature of the mal
An operation waJ
The Southwestern ady discovered.
holds tirst place.
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE. KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
Urevvery & Ice company places bock found necessary, but us the inflamed
part
has broken and become pols
beer on tap tomorrow.
If aught can savj
is
oned.
doubtful
it
HARNESS
SADDLERY
William lilerkamp, cashier of th his life.
Flvt physicians were call
Denver Stock Yards bank In that city ed
to
In
operation.
make
the
had business In Albuquerque yester
day, returning last night.
AOENT9
A. J. Sanford, president of the Kan
company,
Depot
sas City Union
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
stopped over 111 Albuquerque a whll
yesterday, en route to California.
John Deere Plows and Implements
The mean temperature for the city
of Albuquerque for the month of
February was as follows: Maximum
Winona Wagons
j McCormick Mowers and Repairs
63.5, minimum 35.6. Ituiufall (I.
E
Ivan Grunsfeld left last night for
Flagstaff on a business trip.
He
will stop at Gallup and Winslow and
vicinity
while
other towns in that
away.
Combs,
Mrs. D. N.
of the Garcia
building, who wan operated upon at
the St. Joseph's hospital yesterday
rallied from the ordeal und is resting
easy today.
I. J. Mlze, formerly connected with Measure Introduced by E. A
the I. X. L. Grocery company, Is now
MIera in Council Has
with the Highland
Meat market
where ho will be pleased to serve his
many friends.
Rather Odd Provisions.
Harry McSwayln, of Trinidad, ar
rived here this morning to Join the
He
clerical start of the Alvarado.
The following law, which Is known
was formerly with the Harvey house as council bill No. Ill, a measure Inat Trinidad.
troduced in the upper house of the
A. J. Lyon, of Winslow, connected legislature by K. A. Mlera, actually
with the ltabbett Hros.' mercantile places a premium on tax dodgers un
(Inn of that place, who arrived here der certain conditions,
which are
yesterday morning, expects to return most unjust to the persons who hav
faithfully and conscientiously paid
home tonight.
year In and yeur out.
The
K. Twltchell.
It.
Col.
assistant taxes
Is as follows:
counsel for the Santa Fe In New meusure
entitled,
An
an
act
act
for
relief
the
Mexico. Is In the city from Ias Vegas,
of the different counties of the ter
looking after the. transfers of some
litory with relation to delinquent
laud the company purchased south of
taxes.
the city.
lie it enacted by the thirty-sevent- h
Miss Ina U. Garrlott, one of the legislative assembly of the territory
editors of the Western Lady, a breezy of New Mexico:
little woman s magazine of Portland
Section 1. That all accrued lien
Oregon, arrived in Albuquerque yes altles
and Interest upon taxes now or
- terday and will spend a week here as heretofore
In this year delinquent
the guest of friends.
shall be remitted upon all such taxes
W. E. Kerr has resigned from the which have been or shall be paid on
employ of the Albuquerque laundry or before the tirst day of July, A. D
and left this morning for the home of 1907. Provided, however, that in all
Mr. Ker cases where taxes are now the subject
his parents at La Junta.
was with the Albuquerque laundry of litigation the time for such pay
fur seven years, and Is an adept at tho ment as aforesaid is extended only to
laundry business.
the llrst day of July, 1907. and if not
Judge Kllsworth Ingalls returned lald on or before such llrst day of
mouth rirtt mtrmet
last night from a pleasant visit at July, no abatement of Interest or pen
tta.dot, 403,117.North
Ne Mexico
rirmt Btroat
his home at Atchison, Kan. Mr. In altles shall thereafter be made.
Src. 2. That all delinquent tax
galls went to Atchison for the purpose
of attending the marriage of his sister for the years 191)1. 1902. 1903, 1904
to Lieutenant Arthur James Davis of and 1905, be distributed as follows
Two-thirthereof to be paid Into the
the United States army.
d
Mrs. Frank L. Albright and Miss general county fund, and
to be paid into the general
Claude Albright sailed from Now thereof fund
of the respective counties
York last Saturday
for Gibraltar, school
which they are collected. ProvidSpain, from which place they will in
ed,
however,
of
that tho
proceed to Naples, Italy, where Miss
taxes as above mentioned to be
AlliriKht will study Italian and sing such
paid
county
general
to
the
fund
for
in English and Flench engagements.
the purpose of paying the debts of
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. HInmaa and such county for the years 1901, 1902.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Garland were 1903. 1904 and 1905,
shall be applied
the occupants of a private car at- pro rata upon the debts
of said counNo.
'i
morning.
to
tached
train
this
ty, and If any surplus should remain,
"We are Just returning east from the said surplus shall go to the curspending the winter in California." rent expense fund for the said coun11.

Change Is the wplce of life! Change
your heavy winter footwear for a
piilr of our snappy Oxford nnl keep
In the front miik of the iroeewlon.
i'liclr plMidiil style will iloiHf your
eye. their perfect fit will delight your
mill their long wear nml close
luingc eny on
price will nuiki tl
your MKkitlMMk.

When You Want to Buy,
Sell, Rent or Exchange

's

e.

T1IVIIMAV.

1.00

I..0

Monarch' and Cluett Shirts

et

HAMCoffee
BRIG
Headquarters for

C. N.
118-12-

5.

0

2nd.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

Our Leader

Packages, lie and 85c per lb.
t lb. tint, 48c.

I

b.

I

a-- lb

Una,

I.

85c

.tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
--

'....

bucket,

lb.

b.

b.

unique

Something
Bulk coffee.

GEO.

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40e.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

premium.

with

VP.

SOo

to 40c

a

can.

I

RSIA GJJE13
& FIRST
STREET
Av.,

NORTH

T. T. MATNAUD

HICKOX

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

..

1

LEADING

MEXICO'S

JEWELERS

SOUTH

RflercDvainilts

i

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

Nardlwaire

DODGERS

TAX

SECOND

ST.

rott

WELCDM

Plumbers

"j32l-323WR.R.Av-

GO.

HARDWARE

THE WAGNER

THIS LAW

Tinners

e.

ft

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

is the
most

Cream
Freezers

3

11

complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
Arnew supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

o

o
0
o
o
o
o

WMITMEY COMPANY
Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

EVERTT
Diamond

Wuckti,

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

....

Jeirj. Ct

14

.

'

AVE

ft I

FULLY WARRANTED

O

its.

Write

IV)

Prices
Albuquerque,

Home Insurance the Best

Stetson's Fine Shoes $j.o

EH

Sec. S. This act shall lake effect
from and after its passage, ami ul!
laws or parts of lawn In conflct herewith are hereby repealed.

to $6.o

R.R

We say to you
It is getting the little things
right in clothes that! makes
good.
themStein-BlocClothes.
Suits $18, $20, $22.50. $25,
$28, $30
Good strong durable suits for
men $10.00 to $16.50

TICKETS
AND

B0U6HT.

Of fie

AiioelMlloa

Translations

Guana

ROSENFIEID'S,

SOLD

EXCHANGED

118 W.

fa

R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical instrument that needs repair?

h

Bring it or ship it to
Learnard & Lindemann
Largest music dealers In the souththe services of

west who have engaged

H. K Spencer
expert

repairman, formerly of the
Ft FACTORY. Chicago,
III.

ST HO UK

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
M 119 West Gold

122 South Second

Tuning and

a

specialty.

20

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition present Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that la being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way th enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It cau be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Ita just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount ot busiWhy cannot thla same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers excepUonal opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
Less for Repairs - - -
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